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ABSTRACT 
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Year:   2010-2013 
 
Within this research effort, the development of an analytic process for friction coefficient 
estimation is presented.  Under static equilibrium, the sum of forces and moments acting on the 
aircraft, in the aircraft body coordinate system, while on the ground at any instant is equal to 
zero.  Under this premise the longitudinal, lateral and normal forces due to landing are calculated 
along with the individual deceleration components existent when an aircraft comes to a rest 
during ground roll.  In order to validate this hypothesis a six degree of freedom aircraft model 
had to be created and landing tests had to be simulated on different surfaces.  The simulated 
aircraft model includes a high fidelity aerodynamic model, thrust model, landing gear model, 
friction model and antiskid model.  Three main surfaces were defined in the friction model; dry, 
wet and snow/ice.  Only the parameters recorded by an FDR are used directly from the aircraft 
model all others are estimated or known a priori.  The estimation of unknown parameters is also 
presented in the research effort.  With all needed parameters a comparison and validation with 
simulated and estimated data, under different runway conditions, is performed.  Finally, this 
report presents results of a sensitivity analysis in order to provide a measure of reliability of the 
analytic estimation process.  Linear and non-linear sensitivity analysis has been performed in 
order to quantify the level of uncertainty implicit in modeling estimated parameters and how they 
can affect the calculation of the instantaneous coefficient of friction.  
 
Using the approach of force and moment equilibrium about the CG at landing to reconstruct the 
instantaneous coefficient of friction appears to be a reasonably accurate estimate when compared 
to the simulated friction coefficient.  This is also true when the FDR and estimated parameters 
are introduced to white noise and when crosswind is introduced to the simulation.  After the 
linear analysis the results show the minimum frequency at which the algorithm still provides 
moderately accurate data is at 2Hz.  In addition, the linear analysis shows that with estimated 
parameters increased and decreased up to 25% at random, high priority parameters have to be 
accurate to within at least ±5% to have an effect of less than 1% change in the average 
coefficient of friction.  Non-linear analysis results show that the algorithm can be considered 
reasonably accurate for all simulated cases when inaccuracies in the estimated parameters vary 
randomly and simultaneously up to ±27%.  At worst-case the maximum percentage change in 
average coefficient of friction is less than 10% for all surfaces.   
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NOTATION 
 
%  percentage 
       acceleration measured by Attitude Heading Reference System 
 ̅   mean aerodynamic chord (wing) 
g   acceleration due to gravity 
    altitude 
m  mass of body 
p   angular rate about X axis 
q    dynamic pressure 
q   angular rate about Y axis 
r   angular rate about Z axis 
u   component of V along X axis (body) 
v   component of V along Y axis (body) 
w   component of V along Z axis (body) 
 
    coefficient of lift  
    coefficient of drag  
    pitching moment coefficient 
D   drag 
       force in ABC due to aerodynamic forces, lift, drag and side force 
          force longitudinal and lateral experienced at wheels upon landing 
           force normal experienced at wheels upon landing 
         force in ABC due to engine thrust 
    moment of inertia about X axis 
     moment of inertia about XZ plane 
    moment of inertia about Y axis 
    moment of inertia about Z axis 
L   lift 
L  rolling moment 
M   pitching moment 
N  yawing moment 
    position North 
     position East 
S   wing area 
V   True Airspeed 
X   longitudinal axis of body or longitudinal distance from CG forward 
Y   lateral axis of body or lateral distance from CG toward right wing 
Z   vertical axis of body or normal distance from CG 
Xi   longitudinal distance from CG 
Yi   lateral distance from CG 
Zi  normal distance from CG 
 
    angle of attack  
   sideslip angle 
xiii 
 
    difference or change in 
    elevator deflection 
     flap deflection 
   deflection or compression of landing gear 
     gear position 
     spoiler or airbrake deflection 
    slope of runway 
    air density 
   coefficient of dynamic friction 
    pitch attitude with respect to horizon 
Φ   roll attitude with respect to horizon 
Ψ   heading attitude with respect to North 
 
 
DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO TIME 
 
 ̇  climb rate 
 ̇  angular acceleration about X axis 
 ̇  angular acceleration about Y axis 
 ̇  angular acceleration about Z axis 
 ̇  linear acceleration along X axis 
 ̇  linear acceleration along Y axis 
 ̇  linear acceleration along Z axis 
 
 ̇   component of True Airspeed headed North 
 ̇   component of True Airspeed headed East 
 
 ̇  rate of change of angle of attack  
 ̇  pitch rate with respect to horizon 
 ̇  roll rate with respect to horizon 
 ̇  heading rate with respect to North 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Aircraft may be at great risk during landing on contaminated surfaces due to water, ice or snow.  
These contaminated surfaces do not allow the aircraft to achieve similar braking deceleration as 
the deceleration achieved when braking on a dry, bare surface.  The contaminated surface has a 
lower coefficient of friction than a dry surface.  The end result for aircraft landing on a 
contaminated surface is highly dependent on its approach velocity, approach path angle, flare 
and touchdown and the timely initiation of braking systems during rollout.  In addition, runway 
conditions including visibility and crosswind affect aircraft landings and may change 
considerably from one aircraft landing to the next.  The risks associated with landing on a 
contaminated surface include overrunning the runway end.  This scenario poses imminent danger 
to passengers, crew, cargo, and sometimes the general public.  Therefore, it is important for 
airport operators to know the state of their runways in real-time and report their findings to the 
pilots of approaching aircraft such that they may take the necessary precautions.  To date, there 
have been no successful methods for predicting real-time runway friction coefficient and 
transport category airplanes continue to have runway excursions due to poor prediction tools.   
 
“The final approach and landing constitute only about 2% of the average total flight time, yet 
almost 50% of all aviation accidents and incidents occur during this phase” [1,2].  “The majority 
of landing accidents, though usually not fatal, are either overrun or runway excursion accidents”.  
“There is one landing overrun per 3.6 million flights” [1].  “In 1990, that would have been one 
landing overrun every 3 months” [1].  “About 42% of all general aviation (GA) accidents occur 
during the final approach-and-landing phase” [3,4].  In addition, “most of the landing incidents 
and accidents are indeed overrun accidents in which an airplane skidded off the end of the 
runway” [3].  “Landing mishaps cause 45% of all accidents in commercial air transportation” 
[5,6]. 
 
To support the fact that “runway veer offs, overruns, and excursions occur with persistent 
regularity”, the following NTSB Runway Overrun Aviation Accident Reports are presented [6].  
The executive summary of first NTSB report, AAR-08/02, states [7]: 
 
On April 12, 2007, about 0043 eastern daylight time, a Bombardier/Canadair Regional Jet 
(CRJ) CL600-2B19, N8905F, operated as Pinnacle Airlines flight 4712, ran off the departure 
end of runway 28 after landing at Cherry Capital Airport (TVC), Traverse City, Michigan.  
There were no injuries among the 49 passengers (including 3 lap-held infants) and 3 
crewmembers, and the aircraft was substantially damaged.  Weather was reported as 
snowing.  The airplane was being operated under the provisions of 14 Code of Federal 
Regulations Part 121 and had departed from Minneapolis-St. Paul International (Wold-
Chamberlain) Airport, Minneapolis, Minnesota, about 2153 central daylight time.  Instrument 
meteorological conditions prevailed at the time of the accident flight, which operated on an 
instrument flight rules flight plan. 
 
The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the probable cause of this accident 
was the pilots’ decision to land at TVC without performing a landing distance assessment, 
which was required by company policy because of runway contamination initially reported by 
TVC ground operations personnel and continuing reports of deteriorating weather and 
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runway conditions during the approach.  This poor decision-making likely reflected the effects 
of fatigue produced by a long, demanding duty day, and, for the captain, the duties associated 
with check airman functions.  Contributing to the accident were 1) the Federal Aviation 
Administration pilot flight and duty time regulations that permitted the pilots’ long, 
demanding duty day and 2) the TVC operations supervisor’s use of ambiguous and unspecific 
radio phraseology in providing runway braking information. 
 
The executive summary of the following NTSB report, AAR-08/01, states [8]: 
 
On February 18, 2007, about 1506 eastern standard time, Delta Connection flight 6448, an 
Embraer ERJ-170, N862RW, operated by Shuttle America, Inc., was landing on runway 28 at 
Cleveland Hopkins International Airport, Cleveland, Ohio, during snow conditions when it 
overran the end of the runway, contacted an instrument landing system (ILS) antenna, and 
struck an airport perimeter fence.  The airplane’s nose gear collapsed during the overrun.  Of 
the 2 flight crewmembers, 2 flight attendants, and 71 passengers on board, 3 passengers 
received minor injuries.  The airplane received substantial damage from the impact forces.  
The flight was operating under the provisions of 14 Code of Federal Regulations Part 121 
from Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport, Atlanta, Georgia.  Instrument 
meteorological conditions prevailed at the time of the accident. 
 
The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the probable cause of this accident 
was the failure of the flight crew to execute a missed approach when visual cues for the 
runway were not distinct and identifiable.  Contributing to the accident were (1) the crew’s 
decision to descend to the ILS decision height instead of the localizer (glideslope out) 
minimum descent altitude; (2) the first officer’s long landing on a short contaminated runway 
and the crew’s failure to use reverse thrust and braking to their maximum effectiveness; (3) 
the captain’s fatigue, which affected his ability to effectively plan for and monitor the 
approach and landing; and (4) Shuttle America’s failure to administer an attendance policy 
that permitted flight crewmembers to call in as fatigued without fear of reprisals. 
 
The executive summary of the final NTSB report, AAR-07/06, states [9]: 
 
On December 8, 2005, about 1914 central standard time, Southwest Airlines (SWA) flight 
1248, a Boeing 737-7H4, N471WN, ran off the departure end of runway 31C after landing at 
Chicago Midway International Airport, Chicago, Illinois.  The airplane rolled through a blast 
fence, an airport perimeter fence, and onto an adjacent roadway, where it struck an 
automobile before coming to a stop.  A child in the automobile was killed, one automobile 
occupant received serious injuries, and three other automobile occupants received minor 
injuries.  Eighteen of the 103 airplane occupants (98 passengers, 3 flight attendants, and 2 
pilots) received minor injuries, and the airplane was substantially damaged.  The airplane 
was being operated under the provisions of 14 Code of Federal Regulations Part 121 and had 
departed from Baltimore/Washington International Thurgood Marshall Airport, Baltimore, 
Maryland, about 1758 eastern standard time.  Instrument meteorological conditions prevailed 
at the time of the accident flight, which operated on an instrument flight rules flight plan.  
 
The National Transportation Safety Board determined that the probable cause of this accident 
was the pilots’ failure to use available reverse thrust in a timely manner to safely slow or stop 
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the airplane after landing, which resulted in a runway overrun.  This failure occurred because 
the pilots’ first experience and lack of familiarity with the airplane’s autobrake system 
distracted them from thrust reverser usage during the challenging landing. 
 
In all cases mentioned the aircraft overrun occurred on a snow/ice contaminated surface.  
According to the reports inadequate pilot technique, lack of information and/or poor judgment 
contributed to the accidents.   
 
A demand, therefore, arises for a robust and accurate method to measure the coefficient of 
friction of a runway’s surface during times of contamination.  It would be ideal to develop a 
system in which each aircraft, upon landing, is able to estimate, in real-time, the braking 
coefficient of friction it experienced during ground roll from the abundance of parameters it 
measures.  This estimation can be used by the airport operators to maintain favorable runway 
conditions and can be forwarded to pilots of similar, approaching aircrafts.  In order to make this 
system easily accessible and adaptable to various types of aircraft it should not require additional 
measured parameters or sensor equipment.  The FAA regulates the minimum amount of data 
airplanes in each category should measure or estimate and record.  This data is saved on the 
aircraft’s Flight Data Recorder.  The key aspect of this research effort is to determine if a 
correlation exists between the Flight Data Recorder (FDR) parameters and the slipperiness of the 
landing runway surface in real time. 
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1.1. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Within this research effort, the development of an analytic process for friction coefficient 
estimation is presented.  The equations of motion are used to define and determine the individual 
deceleration components existent when an aircraft comes to rest during ground roll.  These 
include, but are not limited to, deceleration due to aircraft aerodynamic drag, due to thrust 
reverse action, and, most importantly, due to braking application.  Under the assumption that an 
accurate high fidelity estimation of all deceleration components can be modeled, the deceleration 
due to braking can be estimated.   
 
In order to validate this assumption, a six degree of freedom aircraft model had to be created and 
landing tests simulated on different surfaces.  The simulated aircraft model includes a high 
fidelity aerodynamic model, thrust model, landing gear model, friction model and antiskid 
model.  The aerodynamic, thrust and landing gear model were based on previous efforts by 
Evans [11] and Mullins [10].  The friction model and antiskid model were added to give the 
aircraft model more fidelity when simulating the interactions of the aircraft tires and the runway 
surface.  The antiskid model attempts to monitor the dynamic state of the wheel slip and control 
it at a desired value at which maximum friction occurs.  The friction model takes into account the 
dynamic performance of the aircraft and its tires, as well as the parameters that define the state of 
the runway; whether contaminated or not.  Three main surfaces were defined in the friction 
model: dry, wet and snow/ice.  
 
Only the parameters recorded by an FDR are used directly from the aircraft model; all others are 
estimated or known a priori.  The estimation of unknown parameters is also presented in the 
research effort.  With all needed parameters, a comparison and validation with simulated and 
estimated data, under various runway conditions is performed.  The approach is based on the 
assumption that the change of longitudinal and lateral-directional aircraft states is related to the 
difference in the aircraft’s individual decelerations.  First, a general comparison and validation is 
preformed for the aircraft landing on all three surfaces.  Second, a similar comparison and 
validation is performed again, for the aircraft landing on all three surfaces, with all FDR and 
estimated parameters being added to a random zero mean signal to simulate the white noise in a 
real world environment, due to electromagnetic fields, etc.  A final comparison and validation is 
performed, again including landings on all three surfaces and with all FDR and estimated 
parameters having white noise.  This time, however a simulated runway crosswind is introduced 
in the landing sequence.   
 
Finally, this report presents results of a sensitivity analysis in order to provide a measure of the 
reliability of the analytic estimation process.  Linear and non-linear sensitivity analysis has been 
performed in order to quantify the level of uncertainty implicit in modeling estimated parameters 
and how they can affect the calculation of the instantaneous coefficient of friction.  
 
Results reported in this document show that the friction coefficient of different runway surfaces 
can be determined from the FDR data sets with a priori knowledge of the aircraft’s stability and 
control derivatives, the engine thrust model and a model that ties nominal braking command to a 
nominal braking friction.  Clearly, the higher the fidelity of these math models, the higher the 
fidelity of the runway surface condition estimate.    
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2. LITERARY REVIEW 
2.1. AERODYNAMIC & ENGINE MODEL 
A FAA Compliant Level 6 Flight Training Device was created by Steve Mullins at West 
Virginia University with the purpose of presenting “the development and application of a design 
strategy and the computational environment associated to it for building an aircraft simulation 
model that meets the FAA regulations for flight simulator performance”.  “The proposed 
methodology is based on using flight test data in combination with analytical modeling tools and 
heuristics”.  “Flight test data of a business class jet was used for the purpose of this research 
effort.  An important part of the proposed strategy consists of selecting the flight data and 
converting them into a usable format for MATLAB/Simulink®.  Parameter identification 
techniques must then be applied at specific points in the flight envelope of the aircraft in order to 
create an accurate flight dynamics model.  Once the FAA objective tests were completed, 
another more organic set of tests were conducted by pilots.  The outcomes of these subjective 
tests were analyzed and additional tuning of the aerodynamic and dynamic model were 
performed accordingly.  Eventually, compliance with both FAA objective and subjective tests is 
ensured through several tuning iterations and demonstrated” [10].  This 6DOF aircraft simulation 
is based on Mullins’ previous efforts.  
 
2.2. LANDING GEAR MODEL 
Phillip E. Evans modeled a Tricycle Landing Gear at Normal and Abnormal Conditions for the 
FAA Compliant Level 6 Flight Training Device.  “This thesis presents the development of a 
simulation environment for the design and analysis of a tricycle landing gear at normal and 
abnormal conditions.  The model is developed using superposition of the elastic and damping 
effects of each landing strut.  The landing model is interfaced with an existing flight model based 
upon a tricycle landing gear system business jet aircraft within a MATLAB/Simulink® 
simulation environment.  The goals of this effort are oriented at creating tools for the design and 
analysis of fault tolerant control laws, landing gear development, and failure simulation in an 
academic setting” [11].  This 6DOF aircraft simulation is also based on Evans’ previous efforts.  
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2.3. FRICTION MODEL 
The landing gear model simulated rolling and braking friction as sliding friction; a computation 
of the total reaction force of each gear multiplied by a constant.  To make the friction model 
more realistic and representative of empirical data, it was updated to resemble the empirical 
equations developed by Balkwill [12].  The friction model implemented in this thesis is 
dependent on eight independent variables; the depth of the macro-texture of the surface, the 
depth of the contaminant on the surface, the density of the contaminant on the surface, speed of 
the vehicle, tire inflation pressure, vertical loading of each gear and the nominal tire width and 
diameter of the nose and main gear.  “Of these only the first three are related to the runway and 
its condition.  All the other quantities are part of conventional ground performance calculations” 
[12]. 
 
“When a flexible tire is rolled and braked on a paved surface that is covered with either a fluid or 
a particular substance, it is assumed that there are three sources for decelerating force; rolling 
resistance due to the absorption of energy in the tire carcase, rolling resistance due to moving 
through or compressing the contaminant and braking resistance due to the frictional interaction 
between the tire compound and the pavement.  Total force resisting motion – ignoring 
aerodynamic and impingement forces – is taken to be the simple sum of these three components 
with no cross coupling between the forces” [12]. 
 
There is one rolling resistance case and three braking cases that are simulated in this friction 
model.  The rolling resistance case takes into account rolling resistance on a paved runway where 
wheel slip is approximately zero.  The braking cases include braking on a dry, wet and snow or 
ice covered runway.  Each braking case takes into account static braking when the vehicle speed 
is approximately zero, full skid braking when wheel speed is approximately zero or wheel slip is 
approximately one, and braking where wheel slip is between zero and one.   
 
Tire nominal width, diameter and pressure data for the main and nose gears were obtained from 
specifications of tires H22x8.25-10 12PR TL and 18x4.4 10PR TL representing the main and 
nose gear tires respectively [13]. 
 
A. Rolling Resistance Case 
 
 Rolling on a paved runway where wheel slip is approximately zero. 
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B. Braking on Dry Runway 
 
 Static braking on dry runway when vehicle ground speed is approximately zero. 
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 Full skid braking on dry runway when wheel speed is approximately zero or wheel slip is 
approximately one. 
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 Braking on dry runway where wheel slip is between zero and one. 
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C. Braking on Wet Runway 
 
 Static braking on wet runway when vehicle ground speed is approximately zero. 
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 Full skid braking on wet runway when wheel speed is approximately zero or wheel slip is 
approximately one. 
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 Braking on wet runway where wheel slip is between zero and one. 
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D. Braking on Ice or Snow Covered Runway 
 
 Static braking on snow or ice covered runway when vehicle ground speed is 
approximately zero. 
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 Full skid braking on snow or ice covered runway when wheel speed is approximately 
zero or wheel slip is approximately one. 
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 Braking on snow or ice covered runway where wheel slip is between zero and one. 
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The descriptions of the variables used in the friction model are tabled below.  Notice that there 
are only three dynamic input variables; reaction force on the gear, wheel slip and vehicle ground 
speed.  The other variables are all constants, dependent only on the runway surface.  
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TABLE 1: DESCRIPTION OF FRICTION MODEL VARIABLES 
 
Symbol Description Metric Units English Units 
      rolling friction coefficient   
   braking friction coefficient V≈0   
       braking friction coefficient in full skid   
       braking friction coefficient when slipping   
     
 
 
reference braking friction coefficient            Dry 
                                                                       Wet 
                                                                       Snow/Ice 
0.909 
0.630 
0.360 
0.909 
0.630 
0.360 
   empirical constant for aircraft tires 0.6842 N
1/3
 0.416 lbf
1/3
 
   empirical constant for aircraft tires 0.1025 N
1/3
m
-1
 0.019 lbf
1/3
ft
-1
 
    empirical constant for aircraft tires 2.5 2.5 
    empirical constant for aircraft tires -12 -12 
    empirical determined constant -0.0282 -0.0282 
    empirical determined constant 3.9 3.9 
    empirical determined constant 1.9 1.9 
  
 
density of respective medium                        Water 
                                                                       Snow/Ice 
997.1 kg m
-3 
232.1 kg m
-3
 
62.247 lb ft
-3 
14.489 lb ft
-3
 
   constant in the definition of rolling friction coefficient 3.7699e
-3
 N
-1/3
 0.0062 lbf
-1/3
 
   constant in the definition of rolling friction coefficient 4.608e
-5
 N
-1/3
m
-1
 2.31e
-5
 lbf
-1/3
ft
-1
 
   empirical determined constant 3.138 3.138 
  depth of fluid contaminant or medium 5.0800e-4 m 2e
-2
 in 
   reference depth of fluid contaminant or medium 1.016e
-4
 m 4e
-3
 in 
     depth of macro-texture of runway 3.9878e
-4
 m 1.57e
-2
 in 
      reference depth of macro-texture of runway 5.9436e
-5
 m 2.34e
-3
 in 
D diameter of inflated tire (main landing gear) 0.5582 m 21.976 in 
  acceleration due to gravity 9.81 m s-2 32.174 ft s-2 
   empirical determined exponent 0.4 0.4 
   empirical determined exponent 2.4 2.4 
   atmospheric pressure 101.325e
3
 N m
-2
 14.696 psi 
   
 
tire inflation pressure, gauge                        Nose gear 
                                                                      Main gear 
9.3079e
5
 N m
-2
 
1.2755e
6
 N m
-2
 
135 psi 
185 psi 
  
 
tire inflation pressure, absolute                    Nose gear 
 (        )                                             Main gear 
1.0321e
6
 N m
-2 
1.3769e
6
 N m
-2 
150 psi  
200 psi 
  wheel slip, slip ratio   
  ground speed of vehicle m s-1 ft s
-1
 
w width of inflated tire (main landing gear) 0.2096 m 8.252 in 
  normal (to runway) load on wheel N lbs 
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2.4. ANTISKID MODEL 
In order for the friction model to work it requires a dynamic estimation of wheel slip in the 
simulation.  During the simulation vehicle speed is known, however, the aircraft wheel speed 
needs to be estimated.  To make the simulation more realistic and representative of actual 
transport category aircraft, an antiskid system was implemented along with the estimation of 
wheel speed.  An example of an antiskid system was modeled in MATLAB/Simulink and it was 
modified to develop the antiskid model for this simulation [14]. 
 
When an aircraft rolls over a runway surface it experiences a deceleration due to the surface 
called rolling friction.  As a result, the wheels of the vehicle have a slower speed than the vehicle 
itself.  This deceleration increases if the brakes are pressed and hence the difference between the 
speed of the vehicle and the speed of the wheels increases.   
 
Wheel slip is defined as the percentage change between the aircraft ground speed and the wheel 
speed of the left/right main gear.  It is the difference between the ground speed of the aircraft and 
the wheel speed of the left/right main gear divided by the ground speed of the aircraft.  Therefore 
a slip value of 0 means that wheel speed is equal to the ground speed of the aircraft and no slip 
occurs, which in turn means that the wheel experiences no friction.  A slip value of 1 means that 
wheel speed is equal to zero and skid occurs.  The wheel is thus “locked” and slides or skids 
along the surface.   
 
Anti-skid systems try to prevent the skid (locked wheel) case from occurring, but they also 
attempt to maintain optimum slip in order to maximize the braking coefficient.  This follows the 
“common representation of longitudinal tire friction” in which “the level of slip associated with 
peak friction remains fairly constant” [15].  
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2.5. FLIGHT DATA RECORDER (FDR) 
The Federal Aviation Administration of the Department of Transportation states in the Code of 
Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 121, ‘Operation Requirements: Domestic, Flag and 
Supplemental Operation,’   Paragraph 344, ‘Digital flight data recorders for transport category 
airplanes,’ that transport category airplanes under turbine engine power must be equipped with a 
digital flight recorder that records and stores flight data and a means of easily retrieving that data 
[16,17]. 
 
In 1939 researchers Francois Hussenot and Paul Beaudouin at the Marignane Flight Test Center 
in France successfully designed and built an FDR that recorded data on photographic film.  
During World War II, researchers Len Harrison and Vic Husband at Farnborough in the United 
Kingdom developed an FDR that could withstand high impact loads and fires.  This unit used 
copper foil as the recording medium.  At the end of the war, the Ministry of Aircraft Production 
in the UK patented the design of a predecessor to today’s FDR [18].   
 
FDRs became compulsory in the United States in 1958 using a design similar to Harrison and 
Husband to record heading, altitude, airspeed, vertical accelerations and time.  This unit could 
withstand up to 100g’s of acceleration and record data for up to 400hrs.  In the late 1960’s, FDRs 
could withstand up to 1000g’s and also recorded pitch, roll, and flap position.  In the 1970s, 
FDRs were able to record data in a digital format and were structurally more resistive to failure 
from impact loads and fire.  Over the next four decades, with developing technology and an 
increasing emphasis on safety, the FAA has required FDRs to record more and more parameters 
for longer periods of time [18].   
 
The flight parameters required by CFR § 121.344 (a) and described in detail in Appendix M of 
Part 121 are listed in Appendix B of this document [16,17]. 
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2.6. COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION ESTIMATION 
To date, there have been no successful methods of predicting real-time runway friction 
coefficients and transport category airplanes continue to have runway excursions due to poor 
prediction tools.  A demand, therefore, arises for a robust and accurate method to measure the 
coefficient of friction of contaminated runways surfaces.   
 
One way to accomplish this includes using friction measuring equipment.  The ‘Mark IV Mu-
Meter’, a trailer that must be towed by an appropriate vehicle, and the ‘Surface Friction Tester’, 
which is an automobile version, are two examples of friction measurement equipment.  “The 
basic configuration of the ‘Mark IV Mu-Meter’ has two friction-measuring wheels that are 
instrumented with load cells and a rear wheel instrumented with a distance and speed 
measurement sensor.  The ‘Surface Friction Tester’ is equipped with front-wheel drive and a 
hydraulically retractable friction-measuring wheel installed behind the rear axle” [19].  Both are 
plausible solutions to the problem, however, the accuracy and consistency of the data 
measurements is inconsistent. 
 
In order to reduce the load on pilots, airport operators would have to standardize their friction 
measuring equipment so that data measured and reported can be correlated to data received by 
other airports and/or other measuring equipment.  To compliment the deficiencies of the friction 
measuring equipment “airport operators have also utilized larger, faster, and more efficient snow 
removal equipment, more accurate weather forecasts, and improved anti/deicing chemicals for 
minimizing the duration of runway contamination” [19].  However, accidents such as the 
Southwest (SW) Boeing 737-700 landing overrun accident on the partly snow-covered and 
relatively short runway 31C at Chicago Midway (KMDW) Airport still do happen [6].  The 
NTSB report indicates that the runway friction equipment reported braking action as “good”, 
above a friction reading of 0.40, about 27 minutes before and 8 minutes after the SW Boeing 
737-700 overrun at KMDW [6,9].  Therefore, there are still “needs for reliable, objective means 
to measure runway friction during all weather conditions, reliable methods of transmitting that 
information to pilots, and methods of correlating measured runway friction to airplane 
performance” [19]. 
 
The Joint Winter Runway Friction Measurement Program (JWRFMP) is a collaborative test 
program involving Transport Canada, the U.S. National Aeronautics & Space Administration, 
National Research Council Canada, and the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration.  JWRFMP 
has conducted numerous research efforts focused primarily on determining the aircraft braking 
coefficients during full anti-skid braking, as a function of groundspeed, on wet contaminated 
runway surfaces [20,21,22,23]. 
 
As a part of JWRFMP, Rado [20] evaluated the landing performance of a Dornier DU328-130 
Turboprop prototype aircraft at Munich International Airport.  The aircraft performed 13 full 
anti-skid braking runs on four different test surfaces.  All tests were performed in the landing 
configuration and the aircraft was instrumented with a data acquisition system which recorded 
performance parameters at a fairly high sample rate.  All analyses were based on the following 
three degree of freedom (3DOF) equation [20]. 
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Flight idle and discing propeller drag was determined by setting the rolling friction coefficient to 
a constant and solving for the propeller drag using the equation below.  The propeller drag, a 
combined drag term for both of the propellers and engines, was modeled by performing a series 
of five accelerate/coast, accelerate to desired velocity and coasts down runway, runs [20].  
 
 
 
Braking coefficient was determined using the following three degree of freedom (DOF) equation 
[20]. 
 
 
Where, 
 
W  aircraft weight 
g   gravitational constant 
dV/dt   aircraft acceleration 
DP   combined drag from the propellers and residual idle thrust 
DF   wheel braking friction 
D   aerodynamic drag 
L   aerodynamic lift 
ε   runway slope 
µR   coefficient of rolling friction 
µB   coefficient of braking friction 
  
As a part of JWRFMP, Texier [21] and Croll [22] determined the effects of different runway 
surface texture and condition on wet runway aircraft braking coefficients.  The three aircraft used 
for these tests were the NRC operated Falcon 20 research aircraft, the Bombardier DHC-8-400 
aircraft and the Nav Canada operated DHC-8-100 flight inspection aircraft.  Tests were limited 
to a single runway surface at each of the Ottawa and North Bay airports, and both runway 
surfaces at the Mirabel airport [21,22].   
 
The NRC Falcon 20, DHC-8 series 100 and DHC-8 Series 400 are fully instrumented research 
aircraft with onboard data acquisition systems (DAS) used for recording all necessary parameters 
at high sample rates.  For all three aircraft, CL and CD are chosen as constants during the landing 
configuration and the rejected takeoff (RTO) configuration.  Engine thrust for all three aircraft 
were modeled as a function of velocity [21,22]. 
 
The brake friction coefficients were derived from the overall deceleration obtained from the 
respective data acquisition system, minus the rolling friction model, the airframe drag model, the 
propeller drag model and the weight component due to runway gradient [22].  Braking 
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coefficient was determined using the following three degree of freedom (3DOF) equation 
[21,22]. 
 
 
 
Where, 
 
T    engine thrust 
DCONTAM   contamination drag 
 
As a part of JWRFMP, Bastian [23] was able to determine the braking friction of wide-body 
aircraft during landing from actual passenger flights at Akita Airport.  Data, recorded in the 
Quick Access Recorder (QAR) or other digital Flight Data Recorder (FDR), was collected and 
analyzed from selected aircraft and used to calculate braking friction.  Seventeen flights were 
used for this analysis; all of which involving a B767-300ER airplane [23]. 
 
All monitored parameters collected from the flight data management system were fed into a 
computer simulation program which calculates, through a three-dimensional dynamic model, all 
relevant physical processes involved in the aircraft landing maneuver.  The actual retarding force 
from the engine thrust-reversers is calculated based on a nonlinear function dependent on engine 
rpm, fuel flow, thrust reverser setting and calculated engine landing thrust.  The drag coefficient 
was calculated from the processed deceleration of the accelerate/coast runs.  The output of the 
simulation program is the time or distance history of all relevant, separated, interdependent 
decelerations.  The simulation software calculates the time history of the brake effective 
acceleration based on the following equation [23]. 
 
 
 
Where, 
 
ABe  is the brake effective acceleration 
Ax   is the measured deceleration 
ADrag   is the deceleration due to the drag, aerodynamic and contaminant 
AThrust   is the acceleration due to thrust/reverse-thrust 
AOther  is the cumulative deceleration due to other effects  
Vg   is the aircraft ground speed 
 
The JWRFMP was able to determine the aircraft braking coefficients during full anti-skid 
braking using flight test data from turboprop, turbojet and turbofan aircraft.  Rado [20], Texier 
[21], Croll [22] and Bastian [23] all accomplished this using 3DOF force balance equations 
based on the equations of motion; taking into consideration longitudinal aerodynamic forces, 
inertial forces and thrust.  Rado [20], Texier [21] and Croll [22] all use data acquisition systems 
with relatively high sample rates and performed their tests in controlled environments whereas 
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Bastian [23] used QAR and FDR data with low sample rates from actual passenger flights.  Rado 
[20] and Bastian [23] use tare, accelerate/coast runs to estimate aircraft aerodynamic drag and 
engine idle thrust.  Texier [21] and Croll [22] assume constants for lift and drag coefficient and 
use equations to calculate thrust as a function of velocity.  Bastian [23] uses a simulation to 
calculate the time history of the brake effective acceleration, but uses a linear longitudinal 
aerodynamic model; drag calculated based on tare runs and lift calculated based on drag.  The 
analyses do not take forces due to wind into consideration and all tests conducted by Texier [21] 
and Croll [22] had winds below 10 knots.  None of the analyses are done in real time. 
 
McKay [15] was able to recreate friction coefficients from flight test data using a 6DOF aircraft 
model, the equations of motion and some assumptions.  He was able to determine instantaneous 
tire forces during aircraft landing, braking and taxi operations.  The approach involves using 
aircraft instrumentation data to determine forces (other than tire forces), moments, and 
accelerations acting on the aircraft and inserting these values into the aircraft’s six degree-of-
freedom equations-of-motion, allowing for a tire force solution [15].  Using the calculated tire 
forces, real-world tire friction models can be generated [15].  While the new approach provides 
six independent equations, there are nine unknowns.  This issue is overcome using the 
assumptions of a separate tire side force model [15].  McKay was able to conduct this research 
using a large array of parameters; all recorded in a controlled flight test environment at high data 
sample rates.  McKay uses a nonlinear aerodynamic model, thrust model and landing gear 
model. 
 
This research effort attempts to determine the dynamic tire forces and therefore overall aircraft 
friction, in a similar way that McKay does, but it does so with a limited data set of lower data 
sample rates, in an uncontrolled environment, in real time.  The goal is to determine real time 
friction coefficient data using only Flight Data Recorder parameters.  
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3. METHODOLOGY 
3.1. DEVELOPMENT OF SIX DEGREES OF FREEDOM AIRCRAFT MODEL 
In order to test and validate the proposed algorithm, FDR data of a transport category aircraft 
during landing first had to be simulated.  A model of an aircraft was needed, one of considerable 
complexity and nonlinear representation.  This model had to have fairly accurate representations 
of aerodynamic, inertial and thrust loading, along with loading due to control surface deflection 
and landing gear contact.  A prime candidate would be an FAA Compliant Level 6 Flight 
Training Device modeled using system identification techniques based on actual flight test data. 
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3.1.1. FRICTION MODEL 
A MATLAB/Simulink diagram of Friction Model for the Main and Nose Gear is shown below based on the empirical equations 
developed by Balkwill [12]. 
 
 
FIGURE 1: FRICTION MODEL 
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A MATLAB/Simulink diagram of modeling of rolling friction for the Friction Model is shown 
below based on the empirical equations developed by Balkwill [12]. 
 
FIGURE 2: ROLLING FRICTION (FRICTION MODEL) 
 
A MATLAB/Simulink diagram of modeling of the three types of braking friction (static, slip and 
skid) for the Friction Model is shown below based on the empirical equations developed by 
Balkwill [12]. 
 
FIGURE 3: BRAKING FRICTION – DRY, WET & SNOW/ICE (FRICTION MODEL) 
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The following graphs show the inputs used and outputs obtained during the modeling of the 
previously defined equations.  These graphs will show the behavior of the equations in a 
controlled simulation.  The input velocity profile of an arbitrary vehicle is defined below; 
starting at 50 m/s and decelerating by 2.5m/s
2
 after 2 seconds. 
 
 
FIGURE 4: VELOCITY PROFILE 
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Using the input reaction force of the nose and main gear as constants and the velocity profile 
above, the rolling resistance equation can be modeled and shown below for rolling on a paved 
runway where wheel slip is approximately zero. 
 
 
FIGURE 5: COEFFICIENT OF ROLLING FRICTION VS TIME 
 
 
FIGURE 6: COEFFICIENT OF ROLLING FRICTION VS VELOCITY 
 
Using these inputs, keeping the reaction force of the main gear as a constant and the velocity 
profile mentioned above, the coefficient of braking friction can be modeled for varying values of 
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slip values varying from 0.1 to 1.0.  The average coefficient of friction for each wheel slip value 
is also shown. 
 
 
FIGURE 7: BRAKING FRICTION COEFFICIENT VS TIME (SURFACE: DRY) 
 
 
FIGURE 8: BRAKING FRICTION COEFFICIENT VS VELOCITY (SURFACE: DRY) 
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The braking coefficient of friction for the wet runway case is shown below for wheel slip values 
varying from .0.1 to 1.0.  The average coefficient of friction for each slip value is also shown. 
 
 
FIGURE 9: BRAKING FRICTION COEFFICIENT VS TIME (SURFACE: WET) 
 
 
FIGURE 10: BRAKING FRICTION COEFFICIENT VS VELOCITY (SURFACE: WET) 
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The braking coefficient of friction for the ice/snow runway case is shown below for wheel slip 
values varying from 0.1 to 1.0.  The average COF for each wheel slip value is also shown. 
 
FIGURE 11: BRAKING FRICTION COEFFICIENT VS TIME (SURFACE: SNOW/ICE) 
 
 
FIGURE 12: BRAKING FRICTION COEFFICIENT VS VELOCITY (SURFACE: 
SNOW/ICE) 
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The average coefficient of friction at wheel slip values from 0 to 1 is presented for the three 
surfaces below.  This plot follows the “common representation of longitudinal tire friction in 
which the initial wheel slip slope varies significantly with changing surface conditions while the 
level of slip associated with peak friction remains fairly constant” [15].   
 
 
FIGURE 13: MEAN BRAKING COF VS WHEEL SLIP 
 
From the previous seven graphs of braking friction coefficients, the maximum value of the 
average COF and the value of the wheel slip at which it occurs can be obtained.  In addition, the 
overall maximum and minimum braking friction coefficient for each case can be obtained.  The 
previous seven graphs are summarized in the table below. 
 
TABLE 2: BRAKING COF SUMMARY 
 
µMAX µMIN Max µAVG 
Slip 
(Max µAVG) 
Dry 0.74018 0.16281 0.64983 0.25 
Wet 0.51292 0.11282 0.45041 0.25 
Snow/Ice 0.29314 0.064481 0.25736 0.25 
 
The table above shows that the maximum average coefficient of friction during braking is 
obtained at a wheel slip of about 0.25.  This is important for the modeling of the antiskid system. 
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3.1.2. ANTISKID MODEL 
The following equation shows the relation between the angular acceleration of a body under 
rotational motion, the mass moment of inertia of the body and the torque the body experienced. 
 
    ∑  
 
The following equation shows the same relation but for a wheel/tire under the influence of torque 
from friction and brakes. 
 
     
 
  
       
 
  
(
  
  
)          
 
Expanding the previous equation to define the torque due to friction and braking and then 
rearranging the equation to solve for wheel/tire speed results in the following equation. 
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The mass moment of inertia for the wheel/tire is expressed in the equation below.  This value is 
estimated as the maximum possible inertia value if the tire/wheel is assumed to be a circular disk 
with constant density. 
             
  
 
The antiskid system is modeled with classical feedback control architecture to provide a 
counteracting braking torque by multiplying the error in slip by a proportional constant.  The 
desired slip value is 0.25. 
 
              
 
Adding the definition of mass moment of inertia for the wheel/tire and the definition of the 
antiskid torque, the definition of wheel speed is redefined as follows. 
 
   
  
          
∫[  (
    
     
)                            ] 
 
This definition of wheel speed uses the feedback of wheel slip from the previous time step in the 
simulation.  With wheel speed the wheel slip or slip ratio is defined as follows. 
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Adding the definition of wheel slip and simplifying, the wheel speed is redefined as follows. 
 
   
 
       
∫[  (
    
     
)                (     
  
 
)
  
  
] 
 
In order for this estimation of wheel speed to work, there had to be a relation between friction 
coefficient and wheel slip inside the feedback loop.  This relation is shown in the equation below 
where the coefficient of friction is a function of wheel slip. 
 
        
 
The values used to relate the coefficient of friction to wheel slip in the feedback loop are tabled 
below. 
TABLE 3: COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION A FUNCTION OF WHEEL SLIP 
 
               
0 0 0.35 0.94 0.7 0.79 
0.05 0.4 0.4 0.92 0.75 0.77 
0.1 0.8 0.45 0.9 0.8 0.75 
0.15 0.97 0.5 0.88 0.85 0.73 
0.2 1 0.55 0.855 0.9 0.72 
0.25 0.98 0.6 0.83 0.95 0.71 
0.3 0.96 0.65 0.81 1 0.7 
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The values used to relate the coefficient of friction to wheel slip in the feedback loop are 
presented in the figure below. 
 
 
FIGURE 14: COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION (       ) 
 
In the figure above when wheel slip equals to zero the coefficient of friction equals to zero this 
however is not the case when the vehicle is moving.  Therefore the rolling friction torque 
(       (
    
     
)   ) had to be implemented to ensure that when the wheels are in contact with 
the ground wheel slip will never equal to zero unless the vehicle speed is zero. 
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The descriptions of the variables used in the antiskid model are included below.  Notice that 
there are only three dynamic input variables; reaction force on the gear, braking command, and 
vehicle ground speed.  The other variables are all constants or are calculated in the feedback 
loop. 
 
TABLE 4: DESCRIPTION OF ANTISKID MODEL VARIABLES 
 
Symbol Description Metric Units English Units 
   friction coefficient as a function of wheel slip   
      rolling friction coefficient in antiskid system 0.04 0.04 
     
 
 
reference braking friction coefficient     Dry 
                                                                Wet 
                                                                Snow/Ice 
0.909 
0.630 
0.360 
0.909 
0.630 
0.360 
   torque about wheel/tire due to rolling friction  N-m lb-ft 
   torque about wheel/tire due to brakes  N-m lb-ft 
   angular acceleration of wheel/tire rad-s
-2
 rad-s
-2
 
   angular velocity of wheel/tire rad-s
-1
 rad-s
-1
 
   velocity of wheel/tire m-s
-1
 ft-s
-1
 
  ground speed of vehicle m-s-1 ft-s-1 
   mass of wheel/tire kg lb 
   radius of wheel/tire m ft 
   mass moment of inertia of wheel/tire kg-m
2
 lb-ft
2
 
   reaction force on gear (weight of wheel/tire) N lb 
  braking command    
   maximum braking force N lb 
  wheel slip   
   desired wheel slip 0.25 0.25 
   proportional constant on slip error   
 
A diagram of the antiskid model and friction model, along with their inputs and outputs, is 
shown below. 
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FIGURE 15: ANTISKID SYSTEM WITH INPUTS AND OUTPUTS 
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The following figure shows the implementation of the antiskid model in MATLAB/Simulink.  The antiskid system is only active if 
braking is commanded and only if the vehicle ground speed is above 25 kts. 
 
 
FIGURE 16: ANTISKID SYSTEM 
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The following graphs show the effect that the implementation of the antiskid system has on the 
aircraft model on different surfaces.  The first figure below shows the braking action commanded 
and the braking action aft of the antiskid system.  The antiskid system aims to decrease the 
braking action to minimize wheel skid and maintain a desired wheel slip.  Therefore, the antiskid 
system is expected to interfere more, decreasing commanded braking action at the wheels when 
the surface is more contaminated.   
 
The second figure below shows the vehicle speed and estimated wheel speed during the landing 
roll for the three surfaces.  At the beginning of the ground roll wheel speed is zero because the 
aircraft is not in contact with the ground, but as the aircraft’s full weight is transferred to the 
wheels, the wheel speed spikes to almost meet vehicle speed.  It is expected that the wheel speed 
will be less than the vehicle speed while rolling because of rolling friction and especially when 
the brakes are applied to achieve the desired slip of the antiskid system.   
 
The third figure below shows the wheel slip of both left and right main gear during the landing 
roll for the three surfaces.  At the beginning of the ground roll wheel slip is one because the 
aircraft is not in contact with the ground therefore the wheel speed is zero.  When the brakes are 
applied it is expected that the wheel slip will increase to around 0.25 to achieve the desired wheel 
slip. 
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The following figure shows the braking action commanded and aft of the antiskid system during 
landing roll for the three surfaces. 
 
 
 
 
FIGURE 17: BRAKING ACTION COMMANDED & AFT OF ANTISKID (DRY, WET & 
SNOW/ICE) 
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The following figure shows the vehicle speed and estimated wheel speed during landing roll for 
the three surfaces. 
 
 
 
 
FIGURE 18: GROUND SPEED & LEFT & RIGHT WHEEL SPEED (DRY, WET & 
SNOW/ICE) 
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The following figure shows the wheel slip of both left and right main gear during the landing roll 
for the three surfaces. 
 
 
 
 
FIGURE 19: LEFT & RIGHT WHEEL SLIP WITH ANTISKID (DRY, WET & SNOW/ICE) 
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The below figure shows the distance travelled by the aircraft during the ground roll.  It is 
expected that the aircraft would take longer to stop on a more contaminated surface.  A 
contaminated surface will have a lower achievable maximum braking deceleration compared to a 
bare dry surface.    
 
 
FIGURE 20: STOPPING DISTANCE WITH ANTISKID 
(DRY, WET & SNOW/ICE) 
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3.2. COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION ESTIMATION 
It is clear that there is a relationship between deceleration of the aircraft on the runway due to 
braking action and the coefficient of friction of the runway surface.  The following subsections 
describe the parameters needed to establish this relation. 
 
3.2.1. COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION PARAMETERS 
There are many other causes of deceleration during the landing roll other than runway surface 
coefficient of friction.  These include runway gradient, thrust reverse use, spoiler deployment 
and drag in ground effect, amongst others.  Fortunately, the decelerations due to aerodynamic, 
inertial and thrust loading can be modeled.  These decelerations can be estimated in real time and 
compared to the total measured deceleration of the aircraft, from the Inertial Measuring Unit 
(IMU) or Attitude and Heading Reference System (AHRS).  This leaves the deceleration due to 
the braking and rolling action on the runway as the only deceleration not accounted for.  This 
deceleration is, therefore, the difference between the net measured deceleration of the aircraft 
and the sum of the estimated decelerations.  Based on these criteria and using the mathematical 
process presented in the upcoming subsection, an analytical algorithm was implemented to 
estimate friction coefficient from FDR parameters.  Specifically, the analytic algorithm is based 
on the equilibrium of forces and moments during ground roll.  There are various input 
parameters required to solve for friction coefficient, .  The various input parameters and how 
they are accumulated are tabled below. 
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TABLE 5: INPUT PARAMETERS 
 
 
 
  
Aircraft Geometry & Parameters  
Mean Aerodynamic Chord  ̅ Manufacturer 
Wing Span   Manufacturer 
Wing Planform Area   Manufacturer 
Mass m Estimation 
Mass Moment of Inertia  
    Manufacturer /Estimation 
    Manufacturer /Estimation 
    Manufacturer /Estimation 
     Manufacturer /Estimation 
CG Location  
     FDR - CFR § 121.344(a)(73) 
     FDR - CFR § 121.344(a)(73) 
     FDR - CFR § 121.344(a)(73) 
Nose Gear  
Ground Contact Point 
 
     Manufacturer 
     Manufacturer 
     Manufacturer 
Left Main Landing  
Gear Ground Contact Point 
 
      Manufacturer 
      Manufacturer 
      Manufacturer 
Right Main Landing  
Gear Ground Contact Point 
 
      Manufacturer 
      Manufacturer 
      Manufacturer 
Engine Parameters  
Engine Model  Manufacturer 
Outside Air Temperature  FDR - CFR § 121.344(a)(24) 
RPM Compressor Blades  FDR - CFR § 121.344(a)(9) 
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TABLE 5: INPUT PARAMETERS 
 
Aircraft States  
Euler Angles  
Bank φ FDR - CFR § 121.344(a)(7) 
Pitch θ FDR - CFR § 121.344(a)(6) 
Heading   FDR - CFR § 121.344(a)(4) 
Angular Rates  
Roll Rate  p Estimation 
Pitch Rate  q Estimation 
Yaw Rate  r Estimation 
Velocity  
True Airspeed V FDR - CFR § 121.344(a)(3) 
Angle of Attack α FDR - CFR § 121.344(a)(32) 
Angle of Sideslip β FDR - CFR § 121.344(a)(70) 
Ground Speed    FDR - CFR § 121.344(a)(34) 
Acceleration  
Longitudinal  ̇ FDR - CFR § 121.344(a)(11) 
Lateral  ̇ FDR - CFR § 121.344(a)(18) 
Normal  ̇ FDR - CFR § 121.344(a)(5) 
Aircraft Controls  
Elevator    FDR - CFR § 121.344(a)(15) 
Aileron    FDR - CFR § 121.344(a)(16) 
Rudder     FDR - CFR § 121.344(a)(17) 
Flap    FDR - CFR § 121.344(a)(85) 
Speed brake    FDR - CFR § 121.344(a)(87) 
Aerodynamic Coefficients  
Force Coefficients  
Lift Coefficient     Manufacturer /Estimation 
Drag Coefficient     Manufacturer /Estimation 
Side Force Coefficient     Manufacturer /Estimation 
Moment Coefficients  
Pitching Moment Coefficient    Manufacturer /Estimation 
Rolling Moment Coefficient    Manufacturer /Estimation 
Yawing Moment Coefficient    Manufacturer /Estimation 
Environmental Parameters  
Wind Magnitude       Airport/FDR - CFR § 121.344(a)(38) 
Wind Heading    Airport/FDR - CFR § 121.344(a)(38) 
Runway Gradient   Airport 
Pressure Altitude   FDR - CFR § 121.344(a)(2) 
Air Density   Estimation 
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3.2.2. ESTIMATION OF NEEDED PARAMETERS 
The challenge in this effort is to determine the viability of reconstructing friction coefficient 
using relatively sparse data from an FDR.  It is believed that several missing parameters can be 
estimated from known stability and control derivatives with “a priori” knowledge.  Therefore, 
the remaining inputs that are not a part of the FDR data set have to be estimated or obtained from 
the manufacturer.  The following table is a list of parameters used in the algorithm that are not 
present in Flight Data Recorder set. 
   
TABLE 6: UNKNOWN PARAMETERS 
 
Aircraft Geometry & Parameters 
Mass m 
Mass Moment of Inertia 
    
    
    
     
Aircraft States 
Angular Rates 
Roll Rate  p 
Pitch Rate  q 
Yaw Rate  r 
Aerodynamic Coefficients 
Force Coefficients 
Lift Coefficient     
Drag Coefficient     
Side Force Coefficient     
Moment Coefficients 
Pitching Moment Coefficient    
Rolling Moment Coefficient    
Yawing Moment Coefficient    
Environmental Parameters 
Air Density   
 
A. Mass / Gross Weight 
 
There are several methods of estimating weight.  The fuel quantity is recorded on the FDR.  
Therefore, with knowledge of the takeoff gross weight, the dynamic gross weight can be 
determined from the change in fuel quantity.  In the event that initial weight or fuel quantity is 
not known, weight can be estimated from the lift stability derivatives in cruise and in descent 
from the fuel flow.  In this case gross weight is known at landing. 
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B. Aircraft Inertias 
 
The Mass Moments of Inertia can be estimated if not provided by the aircraft manufacturer.  In 
this case aircraft inertias are known. 
 
C. Angular Rates 
 
The FDR is not required to record the angular rates however most transport category aircraft 
measurement or calculate them.  It is a possibility to obtain the angular rates from a sensor bus 
on the aircraft.  However, if this is not a possibility the angular rates have to be obtained from 
FDR parameters. 
 
The Euler angles, pitch, roll and heading are recorded on the FDR with respect to a North-East-
Down axes frame.  These attitudes can be differentiated to obtain angular rates in the same 
frame.  These rates can be transformed onto the Aircraft Body Coordinate frame using the Euler 
angles in a Direction Cosine Matrix.  During this calculation the Euler angles have to be filtered 
before differentiating.  Filtering produces delays and therefore other measurements have to be 
delayed accordingly for all signals to be synced.  This calculation is explained in detail in the 
following subsection. 
 
D. Aerodynamic Coefficients 
 
The aerodynamic coefficients are typically determined during the flight test program of modern 
aircraft.  This can be done using a variety of parameter or system identification techniques.  
These aerodynamic coefficients are used by manufactures to develop flight simulations and math 
models that aid in controls development.  A build up of the aerodynamic stability derivatives 
exist in the aircraft model.  
 
E. Environmental Parameters 
 
Environmental parameters such as Air density can be estimated from the pressure altitude at 
landing. 
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3.2.3. COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION EQUATIONS 
The following figure is a Free Body Diagram of the side view of a typical transport category jet 
aircraft.  This figure shows the forces acting at and about the CG at the instant that aircraft 
touches down on the runway.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIGURE 21: FREE BODY DIAGRAM 
 
The Longitudinal equations of motion are shown below.  These include force, navigation, 
kinematic and moment equations. 
 
Force equations are defined as follows [24]. 
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This can be rearranged into matrix form. 
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Lift 
Thrust Drag 
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The acceleration measured by the attitude heading reference system is defined as follows.  This 
is assuming the AHRS is at or negligibly close to the aircraft’s center of gravity. 
 
[
      
      
      
]  [
 ̇
 ̇
 ̇
] 
 
Therefore the component forces due to friction and reaction are equal to the total component 
forces experienced by the aircraft minus the forces due to gravitational acceleration, the thrust of 
the engine and aerodynamic forces rotated from the wind axis to aircraft body coordinate system. 
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The aircraft velocity vector can be calculated using true airspeed and the wind angles as shown 
below. 
[
 
 
 
]      [
        
        
    
] 
 
The aircraft ground velocity vector can be calculated using ground speed and climb rate if not 
given by GPS. 
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This ground velocity vector can be expressed into the aircraft body coordinate system. 
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The force due to the wind on the runway during landing is defined below.   
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Therefore the component forces due to friction and reaction can be redefined as follows. 
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The Kinematic Equations can be used to obtain the aircraft angular rates using the Euler angles.  
These need to be determined since angular rates are not recorded by the FDR [24].   
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The Kinematic Equations can be displayed in matrix form and rearranged to give a solution for 
the angular rates. 
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Using the angular rates and the Moment equations, the moments about the longitudinal, lateral 
and normal axis of the wind coordinate system can be determined [24]. 
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Rearranging the three moment equations moments about the longitudinal, lateral and normal axis 
of the wind coordinate system are defined as follows. 
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The moment equations can be simplified if JXZ = 0. 
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The moments about the longitudinal, lateral and normal axis of the Wind Coordinate System 
must be transferred to the Aircraft Body Coordinate Systems using a directional cosine matrix 
and the wind angles, angle of attack and sideslip [24].  The moments in the Aircraft Body 
Coordinate System are defined as follows. 
 
[
  
  
  
]  [
                    
                      
          
]
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The aerodynamic coefficients and stability derivatives needed to calculate the motion, attitude, 
and instantaneous friction coefficient of the aircraft are defined and described below.   
 
The Angle of Attack and Angle of Sideslip was filtered using a transfer function in continuous 
time.  Filtering produces delays and therefore other measurements have to be delayed 
accordingly for all calculations to be synced.  If this algorithm were to be used in real time then a 
discrete filter would have to be implemented.   
 
Aerodynamic coefficients and stability derivatives in wind coordinate system 
 
Lift 
       
 
               
 
Drag 
       
 
               
 
Side Force 
       
 
               
 
The Lift, Drag and Side aerodynamic forces are defined in the wind coordinate system and must 
be rotated to the aircraft body coordinate system using a directional cosine matrix and the wind 
angles, angle of attack and sideslip [24].  The aerodynamic forces in the aircraft body coordinate 
system are defined as follows. 
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Pitching moment 
     ̅   
 
             ̅   
 
Yawing moment 
        
 
                
 
 
Rolling moment 
            
 
             
       
 
Since the aerodynamic force coefficients are defined at the quarter chord line of the mean 
aerodynamic center and not at the center of gravity there is an additional aerodynamic moment to 
take into consideration.  The total aerodynamic moment is the cross product between the distance 
between the center of gravity and the quarter chord of the aerodynamic center and the 
aerodynamic forces with the addition of the pitch moment from the pitching moment coefficient. 
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The engine thrust is included in the FDR data set and can be calculated using altitude, velocity, 
outside air temperature and the RPM of the compressor blades.  The engine model is defined in 
the aircraft model.  The engine nacelle of the aircraft model is pitched up by some degree the 
component of thrust along the longitudinal, lateral and normal axis is defined as follows. 
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Since the thrust acts at a distance from the center of gravity it produces a moment about it.  The 
moment due to thrust is the cross product between the distance, between the center of gravity and 
the engine nacelle, and the thrust components at each engine. 
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Using a high fidelity calculation of the actual moments and forces applied to the aircraft due to 
thrust and aerodynamics and subtracting these from the total force acting on the aircraft the 
remaining forces and moments must be due to landing forces and moments.  A free body 
diagram of the forces acting during landing is shown below.  
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FIGURE 22: AIRCRAFT FREE BODY DIAGRAM 
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Under static equilibrium the sum of forces and moments acting on the aircraft, in the aircraft 
body coordinate system, while on the ground at any instant is equal to zero. 
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The distances from the CG to the ground contact points of the three gears are defined below.   
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Assuming that the ole strut of the gear deflection is perpendicular to the longitudinal and lateral 
plane of the aircraft then deflection of the gear only occurs parallel to the normal axis.  Therefore 
the deflection of each gear is defined as follows [25]. 
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These equations can be rewritten as follows [25]. 
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The calculation of the gear deflection is heavily dependent on a high fidelity measurement of the 
altitude of the aircraft’s center of gravity above sea level, since the maximum deflection of oleo 
struts is less than a foot.  A measurement of altitude is included in the FDR data set however it 
has not been provided by the FTP in their flight test data.  Therefore the following assumption 
was made until this data is provided.   
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For static equilibrium the sum of forces and moments acting on the aircraft, in the aircraft body 
coordinate system, while on the ground, is statically indeterminant.  There are nine unknowns 
and only six equations.  The following assumptions were therefore made to reduce the number of 
unknowns.  The longitudinal frictional force on each gear will be summed into the total aircraft 
longitudinal frictional force. 
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The lateral frictional force on the main right and left gear will be summed into the main gear 
lateral frictional force. 
 
                 
 
The vertical distance from the center of gravity to the left and right main gear is defined as 
follows. 
 
                    
 
The vertical distance from the center of gravity to the nose and main gear is defined as follows. 
 
                
   
       
  
 
The longitudinal distance from the center of gravity to the left and right main gear is defined as 
follows. 
 
               
 
The lateral distance from the center of gravity to the nose gear is defined as follows. 
 
      
 
Therefore the sum of forces and moments acting on the aircraft, in the aircraft body coordinate 
system, while on the ground can be rewritten as follows. 
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There are now six equations and six unknowns and using matrix methods they can be found.  These six simultaneous equations can be 
expressed in matrix form and rewritten as follows. 
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The instantaneous of friction coefficient can be estimated fairly accurately by assuming that the sum of the moments calculated due to 
aerodynamic forces and thrust and the recreation of the total moments acting are equal and therefore cancel. 
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Therefore the six simultaneous equations can be expressed in matrix form and rewritten as follows. 
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The total reaction force acting on the aircraft upon landing is the sum of the reaction forces on each gear.   
 
                          
 
The total frictional side force acting on the aircraft upon landing is the sum of the side forces on each the nose and main gear.   
 
                     
 
Therefore the longitudinal frictional coefficient of the runway can be calculated as the ratio of the longitudinal frictional force to the total 
reaction force. 
               
           
          
 
 
The lateral frictional coefficient of the runway can be calculated as the ratio of the lateral frictional force to the total reaction force. 
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A direct equation of friction coefficient is expressed in matrix form as follows. 
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4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
Three landing flight tests were simulated on a dry, wet and snow/ice covered runways, each 
without crosswinds, using the six-degree of freedom aircraft model described in the previous 
subsection.  The estimation of coefficient of friction is as follows. 
 
4.1. COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION ESTIMATION 
The landing flight test was modeled and simulated in MATLAB and Simulink.  A FDR was also 
simulated which would feed available parameters into the COF algorithm in order to estimate the 
instantaneous coefficient of friction.   
 
Under static equilibrium the sum of forces and moments acting on the aircraft, in the aircraft 
body coordinate system, while on the ground at any instant is equal to zero.  Therefore, under 
this premise, the longitudinal, lateral and normal forces due to landing can be calculated using 
the aircraft equations of motion defined in the previous subsection.  For the three flight tests, 
preliminary results are shown below.  A detailed outline of the overall method to determine the 
forces at each wheel is also presented in the previous subsection.  This overall method includes 
the use of longitudinal and lateral-directional states.  However, the following results show that, 
in the absence of lateral-directional excitation or crosswind, a longitudinal force and moment 
equilibrium is sufficient to estimate the friction coefficient at landing if necessary a priori 
parameters are known.  Most notably, the buildup of CL and CD, the angle of attack, the engine 
thrust, the net measured acceleration, the runway gradient, the Euler angles and angular rates, the 
landing runway crosswind magnitude and its direction, and the geometry of the landing gears.  
Clearly, the higher the fidelity of these math models, the higher the fidelity of the runway surface 
condition estimate. 
 
The coefficient of friction can be calculated if the normal reaction force and the longitudinal and 
lateral frictional forces are known.  The coefficient of friction is defined as the ratio of the 
frictional force to the reaction force upon landing.  This calculation is shown in detail in the 
previous subsection.  The following figures show the reconstructed longitudinal friction 
coefficient presented versus time, alongside the simulated instantaneous coefficient of friction 
from the 6DOF aircraft model.   
 
The aircraft model is initialized at 6.4ft above the runway, travelling at 100 knots with no 
crosswind, a 1 degree AOA and a 1 degree pitch attitude with wings level.  After 2.7 seconds the 
aircraft has touched down and full brakes are commanded.  The antiskid system is now aiding 
braking but is only active above 25 knots.  To avoid the main wheels skidding as the velocity 
drops below 25 knots, the commanded braking decreases to 25%.  When the aircraft speed drops 
below 2 knots the simulation stops.  
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4.1.1. COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION ESTIMATION 
In the figure below the time history of simulated and estimated coefficient of friction is presented 
for the aircraft simulation landing on a dry surface.  The initial wheel spin up is captured 
between 0 and 0.75 seconds.  This is followed by a leveling out of the curve at about 0.15 
between 1 and 2.5 seconds, displaying the effect of rolling friction.  At about 2.7 seconds the 
graph spikes to about 0.56, displaying the increased friction due to full commanded braking.  
This increase continues until the commanded braking is decreased to 25% at about 8.5 seconds.  
The estimated coefficient of friction follows the simulated coefficient of friction flawlessly in the 
absence of simulated signal or measurement noise and with the aid of higher sampling rates. 
 
 
FIGURE 23: LONGITUDINAL COF VS TIME (SURFACE: DRY) 
 
The figure below displays a zoomed in view of the coefficient of friction during full commanded 
braking on the dry surface.  The overall average coefficient of friction for the ground roll on a 
dry surface is 0.37248 however the average during full commanded braking is 0.56276, which 
can be considered the coefficient of friction of the dry surface. 
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FIGURE 24: LONGITUDINAL COF VS TIME (SURFACE: DRY) 
 
In the figure below the time history of simulated and estimated coefficient of friction is presented 
for the aircraft simulation landing on a wet surface.  The initial wheel spin up is captured in the 
first second.  This is followed by a leveling out of the curve at about 0.11 between 1 and 2.5 
seconds, displaying the effect of rolling friction.  This rolling friction is lower than the value seen 
on the dry surface.  At about 2.7 seconds the graph spikes to about 0.42, displaying the increased 
friction due to full commanded braking.  This increased friction is lower than the value seen on 
the dry surface and it continues until the commanded braking is decreased to 25% at about 10 
seconds.  The estimated coefficient of friction follows the simulated coefficient of friction 
flawlessly in the absence of simulated signal or measurement noise and with the aid of higher 
sampling rates. 
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FIGURE 25: LONGITUDINAL COF VS TIME (SURFACE: WET) 
 
The figure below displays a zoomed in view of the coefficient of friction during full commanded 
braking on the wet surface.  The overall average coefficient of friction for the ground roll on a 
dry surface is 0.30115 however the average during full commanded braking is 0.42144, which 
can be considered the coefficient of friction of the wet surface. 
 
 
FIGURE 26: LONGITUDINAL COF VS TIME (SURFACE: WET) 
 
In the figure below the time history of simulated and estimated coefficient of friction is presented 
for the aircraft simulation landing on a snow-ice surface.  The initial wheel spin up is captured in 
the first second.  This is followed by a leveling out of the curve at about 0.08 between 1 and 2.5 
seconds, displaying the effect of rolling friction.  This rolling friction is lower than the value seen 
on the wet surface.  At about 2.7 seconds the graph spikes to about 0.25, displaying the increased 
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friction due to full commanded braking.  This increased friction is lower than the value seen on 
the wet surface and it continues until the commanded braking is decreased to 25% at about 13.9 
seconds.  The estimated coefficient of friction follows the simulated coefficient of friction 
flawlessly in the absence of simulated signal or measurement noise and with the aid of higher 
sampling rates. 
 
 
FIGURE 27: LONGITUDINAL COF VS TIME (SURFACE: SNOW/ICE) 
 
The figure below displays a zoomed in view of the coefficient of friction during full commanded 
braking on the snow-ice surface.  The overall average coefficient of friction for the ground roll 
on a dry surface is 0.21058 however the average during full commanded braking is 0.25831, 
which can be considered the coefficient of friction of the snow-ice surface. 
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FIGURE 28: LONGITUDINAL COF VS TIME (SURFACE: SNOW/ICE) 
 
The figure below presents a summary of coefficient of friction for all landing tests.  Collectively, 
these curves establish the surface friction boundaries.   
 
 
FIGURE 29: LONGITUDINAL COF VS TIME 
 
The figure below displays a zoomed in view of the coefficient of friction curves during full 
commanded braking on all surfaces.  The dry and bare surface friction is the maximum of the 
three as expected with wet surface friction being 25% less.  The snow-ice surface friction 
coefficient is, as expected, less than that developed on the wet surface and almost half of that 
developed on the dry surface.  It is expected that friction for other surfaces will tend to fall 
somewhere between these boundaries.  
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FIGURE 30: LONGITUDINAL COF VS TIME 
 
The following table summarizes all the results described previously for the instantaneous 
coefficient of friction characteristics of the surfaces tested.  Average values of coefficient of 
friction for the runway surfaces are presented, along with the percentage error between the 
simulation and the estimation. 
 
TABLE 7: SUMMARY OF RECONSTRUCTED COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION 
 
Surface 
 
Ground Roll Full Commanded Braking 
µAVG 
SIM 
µAVG 
EST 
(%)Error 
µAVG 
µAVG 
SIM 
µAVG 
EST 
(%)Error 
µAVG 
Dry  0.37248 0.37248 0.0 0.56276 0.56276 0.0 
Wet  0.30115 0.30115 0.0 0.42144 0.42144 0.0 
Snow/Ice 0.21058 0.21058 0.0 0.25831 0.25831 0.0 
 
These results prove the assumption that if all forces and moments exerted on an airplane can be 
modeled accurately that the braking coefficient of friction experienced by the aircraft on a 
runway can be accurately estimated.  It must be noted that in a real world case this requires a 
high level of modeling complexity and accurate sensor measurements to achieve this.  
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4.1.2. COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION ESTIMATION WITH NOISE 
As noted earlier, the estimated coefficient of friction follows the simulated coefficient of friction 
flawlessly in the absence of simulated signal or measurement noise and with the aid of higher 
sampling rates.  In addition, the simulation models the aircraft as a rigid body with a point mass 
at its CG which is contrary to an actual aircraft whose body is made up of distributed component 
masses all able to deform elastically.  This assumption explains why the time history of the 
surface coefficient of friction is not as noisy as expected.  To account for the lack of noise, zero 
mean white noise comprised of normally distributed random numbers were added to the 
estimation input parameters and another landing analysis was performed.  The variance of the 
white noise was included in the 6DOF aircraft model and is tabled below.  Variance is one of 
several descriptors of a probability distribution, describing how far the numbers lie from 
the mean [26].  The variance of a variable has units that are the square of the units of the variable 
itself [26]. 
 
TABLE 8: PARAMETER WHITE NOISE VARIANCE 
 
Parameter Variance Units 
True Airspeed 0.0500  (ms
-1
)
2
 
Angle of Attack 0.0017  (rad)
2
 
Angle of Sideslip 0.0017  (rad)
2
 
Roll Rate 0.0024  (rads
-1
)
2
 
Pitch Rate 0.0024  (rads
-1
)
2
 
Roll Rate 0.0024  (rads
-1
)
2
 
Heading 0.0020  (rad)
2
 
Pitch Attitude 0.0020  (rad)
2
 
Bank Attitude 0.0020 (rad)
2
 
Linear Acceleration 0.0050  (ms
-2
)
2
 
Engine RPM 0.0015  (rpm)
2
 
Elevator 0.0020  (rad)
2
 
Aileron 0.0020  (rad)
2
 
Rudder 0.0020  (rad)
2
 
Flap 0.0020  (rad)
2
 
 
The noisy or raw measured data must be filtered before it is used to estimate the instantaneous 
coefficient of friction.  The filter used on all input parameters was the transfer function shown 
below as continuous and discrete respectively; with a sample time of 1 millisecond.  The same 
transfer function was used to ensure all data was still synched when used in the estimation.  
 
  
    
    
      
        
 
 
As stated before, the aircraft model is initialized at 6.4ft above the runway, travelling at 100 
knots with no crosswind, a 1 degree AOA and a 1 degree pitch attitude with wings level.  After 
2.7 seconds the aircraft has touched down and full brakes are commanded.  The antiskid system 
is now aiding braking but is only active above 25 knots.  To avoid the main wheels skidding as 
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the velocity drops below 25 knots, the commanded braking decreases to 25%.  When the aircraft 
speed drops below 2 knots the simulation stops.  
 
In the figures below the time history of simulated and estimated coefficient of friction is 
presented for the aircraft model’s ground roll on the three surfaces individually.  The initial 
wheel spin up is captured between first second.  This is followed by a leveling out of the curve, 
between 1 and 2.5 seconds, displaying the effect of rolling friction.  At about 2.7 seconds the 
graph spikes, displaying the increased friction due to full commanded braking.  This increase 
continues until the commanded braking is decreased to 25%.  
 
 
FIGURE 31: LONGITUDINAL COF VS TIME W/ NOISE (SURFACE: DRY) 
 
In the figure above the estimation of coefficient of friction with sensor or measurement noise and 
the simulated coefficient of friction is presented for the 6DOF aircraft model landing on a dry 
bare surface.  The estimation of coefficient of friction, taking into account white noise, follows 
the simulation fairly accurately.  There is a noticeable lag in the estimation when compared to 
the simulation, due to filtering, of 50 milliseconds.  Therefore the estimation has trouble 
reconstructing the effects of the initial wheel spin-up.  The estimation does however match the 
magnitude of the simulation throughout the rest of the time history with a percent error of only 
2.1225% over the course of the entire ground roll. 
 
 The figure below displays a zoomed in view of the two coefficient of friction curves during full 
commanded braking on the dry surface.  The estimation matches the magnitude of the simulation 
with a percent error of only 0.86923% over the course of full commanded braking. 
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FIGURE 32: LONGITUDINAL COF VS TIME W/ NOISE (SURFACE: DRY) 
 
In the figure below the estimation of coefficient of friction with sensor or measurement noise and 
the simulated coefficient of friction is presented for the 6DOF aircraft model landing on a wet 
surface.  The estimation of coefficient of friction, taking into account white noise, follows the 
simulation fairly accurately.  There is a noticeable lag in the estimation when compared to the 
simulation, due to filtering, of 50 milliseconds.  However, the estimation does a better job 
reconstructing the effects of the initial wheel spin-up.  The estimation does match the magnitude 
of the simulation throughout the rest of the time history with a percent error of only 2.2664% 
over the course of the entire ground roll. 
 
 
FIGURE 33: LONGITUDINAL COF VS TIME W/ NOISE (SURFACE: WET) 
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The figure below displays a zoomed in view of the two coefficient of friction curves during full 
commanded braking on the wet surface.  The estimation matches the magnitude of the simulation 
with a percent error of only 1.0008% over the course of full commanded braking. 
 
 
FIGURE 34: LONGITUDINAL COF VS TIME W/ NOISE (SURFACE: WET) 
 
In the figure below the estimation of coefficient of friction with sensor or measurement noise and 
the simulated coefficient of friction is presented for the 6DOF aircraft model landing on a snow-
ice surface.  The estimation of coefficient of friction, taking into account white noise, follows the 
simulation fairly accurately.  There is a noticeable lag in the estimation when compared to the 
simulation, due to filtering, of 50 milliseconds.  This estimation reconstructs the effects of the 
initial wheel spin-up and matches the magnitude of the simulation throughout the rest of the time 
history with a percent error of only 1.5333% over the course of the entire ground roll. 
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FIGURE 35: LONGITUDINAL COF VS TIME W/ NOISE (SURFACE: SNOW/ICE) 
 
The figure below displays a zoomed in view of the two coefficient of friction curves during full 
commanded braking on the snow-ice surface.  The estimation matches the magnitude of the 
simulation with a percent error of only 0.9298% over the course of full commanded braking. 
 
 
FIGURE 36: LONGITUDINAL COF VS TIME W/ NOISE (SURFACE: SNOW/ICE) 
 
The figure below presents a summary of coefficient of friction for all landing tests.  Collectively, 
these curves establish the surface friction boundaries.  The coefficient of friction is presented 
versus time and velocity.   
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FIGURE 37: LONGITUDINAL COF VS TIME & VELOCITY W/ NOISE 
 
The figure below displays a zoomed in view of the coefficient of friction curves during full 
commanded braking on all surfaces.  The dry and bare surface friction is the maximum of the 
three as expected with wet surface friction being 25% less.  The snow-ice surface friction 
coefficient is, as expected, less than that developed on the wet surface and almost half of that 
developed on the dry surface.  It is expected that friction for other surfaces will tend to fall 
somewhere between these boundaries.  
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FIGURE 38: LONGITUDINAL COF VS TIME & VELOCITY W/ NOISE 
 
The following table summarizes all the results described previously for the instantaneous 
coefficient of friction characteristics of the surfaces tested.  Average values of coefficient of 
friction for the runway surfaces are presented, along with the percentage error between the 
simulation and the estimation. 
 
TABLE 9: SUMMARY OF RECONSTRUCTED COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION W/ NOISE 
 
Surface 
 
Ground Roll Full Commanded Braking 
µAVG 
SIM 
µAVG 
EST 
(%)Error 
µAVG 
µAVG 
SIM 
µAVG 
EST 
(%)Error 
µAVG 
Dry  0.37248 0.38039 2.1225 0.56276 0.56765 0.86923 
Wet  0.30115 0.30798 2.2664 0.42144 0.42565 1.0008 
Snow/Ice 0.21058 0.21381 1.5333 0.25831 0.26071 0.9298 
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During full commanded braking, when signal or measurement noise is taken into account, the 
results show that the coefficient of friction, on all surfaces, was accurately reconstructed with a 
percentage error of 1% or less.  The percent error during full commanded braking is practically 
the same for all surfaces, approximately 1%.  During the entire ground roll the estimation of the 
coefficient of friction, on all surfaces, has a percentage error of 2.3% or less.  The estimation 
appears to be more accurate at reconstructing the coefficient of friction on more contaminated 
surfaces during the initial wheel spin up, occurring directly after the wheels touchdown. 
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4.1.3. COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION ESTIMATION WITH CROSSWIND 
Laterally-directional effects are taken into account in the 6DOF aircraft model and in the 
estimation of instantaneous coefficient of friction however these effects were not excited during 
the landing analysis of the previous sub-sections.  A lateral-directional analyses is important to 
characterize the effect that crosswind has on the estimation.  
 
In the following analyses the aircraft model is initialized, the same as before, but now wind 
perpendicular to the runway is introduced.  The aircraft model is initialized at 6.4ft above the 
runway, travelling at 100 knots, a 1 degree AOA and a 1 degree pitch attitude with wings level.  
After 2.7 seconds the aircraft has touched down and full brakes are commanded.  The antiskid 
system is now aiding braking but is only active above 25 knots.  To avoid the main wheels 
skidding as the velocity drops below 25 knots, the commanded braking decreases to 25%.  When 
the aircraft speed drops below 2 knots the simulation stops.  
 
The simulation of random gusting wind was accomplished by adding three sine waves, each of 
different phase, frequency and magnitude.  A bias was then added to this combination of sine 
waves.  In order to estimate the instantaneous coefficient of friction the instantaneous wind must 
be estimated.  This can be accomplished in flight if the aircraft’s ground speed, climb rate, 
attitude, wind angles and true airspeed are known.  This process of estimating wind velocity is 
described in the previous subsection.  The profile of the crosswinds, used for the simulated 
landings on the dry, wet and snow-ice surfaces are shown below.  The magnitude of the 
estimated wind is presented with the magnitude of the simulated wind used in the model.  The 
estimated wind is calculated using filtered parameters to eliminate simulated white noise.  
Unfortunately some important trends in the data were lost during this process.   
 
 
FIGURE 39: CROSSWIND PROFILE (SURFACE: DRY) 
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In the figure above the estimated wind follows the basic trend of the simulated wind.  It oscillates 
at a similar frequency however its magnitude does not reach the peaks of the simulation.  As time 
progresses the error in magnitude increases.  The estimation has a minimum velocity of 10.7 
knots while the simulation only drops to a minimum of 13.6 knots.  The estimation and 
simulation both approach maximum wind velocity in the first second of 24.7 and 23.6 knots, 
respectively.  The overall average wind of the estimation and simulation was 15.3 and 18.2 
knots, respectively. 
 
 
FIGURE 40: CROSSWIND PROFILE (SURFACE: WET) 
 
In the figure above the estimated wind follows the basic trend of the simulated wind fairly well 
during the first 8 seconds.  As time progresses the error in magnitude increases.  The curves meet 
again at about 13.5 seconds but diverge again before the end.  The estimation and the simulation 
both approach the maximum wind velocity of 23 knots in the first second which is directly 
followed by both reaching minimum velocity of 10.7 and 13.6 knots, 2 seconds later.  The 
overall average wind of the estimation and simulation was 16 and 18.1 knots, respectively. 
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FIGURE 41: CROSSWIND PROFILE (SURFACE: SNOW/ICE) 
 
In the figure above the estimated wind follows the basic trend of the simulated wind somewhat 
during the first 8 seconds.  As time progresses the error in magnitude increases.  The curves meet 
again at about 13.5 seconds but diverge again and eventually meet up again at the end.  This 
second divergence is responsible for the largest error between simulation and estimation of about 
5 knots.  The estimation and the simulation both approach the maximum wind velocity of 23 
knots in the first second which is directly followed by both reaching minimum velocity of 10.7 
and 11.9 knots, 2 seconds later.  The overall average wind of the estimation and simulation was 
15.8 and 18.1 knots, respectively. 
 
The following table summarizes the simulated and estimated crosswind profiles during the three 
simulated landings.  It presents the maximum, minimum and mean crosswind velocity along with 
the percent error in average crosswind velocity. 
 
TABLE 10: SUMMARY OF CROSSWIND PROFILES 
 
Surface 
Crosswind Profile 
Velocity (knots) Simulation Algorithm Percent Error 
Dry 
VAVG 18.2 15.3 16.18 
VMIN 13.6 10.7  
VMAX 23.6 24.7  
Wet 
VAVG 18.1 16.0 11.41 
VMIN 13.6 10.7  
VMAX 23.6 23.9  
Snow-Ice 
VAVG 18.1 18.1 12.74 
VMIN 11.9 11.9  
VMAX 23.6 23.6  
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In the figures below the time history of simulated and estimated coefficient of friction is 
presented for the aircraft model’s ground roll on the three surfaces individually.  The initial 
wheel spin up is captured between first second.  This is followed by a leveling out of the curve, 
between 1 and 2.5 seconds, displaying the effect of rolling friction.  At about 2.7 seconds the 
graph spikes, displaying the increased friction due to full commanded braking.  This increase 
continues until the commanded braking is decreased to 25%.  
 
 
 
FIGURE 42: LONGITUDINAL COF VS TIME W/ WIND (SURFACE: DRY) 
 
In the figure above the estimation of coefficient of friction with sensor or measurement noise and 
crosswind is presented with the simulated coefficient of friction for the 6DOF aircraft model 
landing on a dry bare surface.  The estimation of coefficient of friction, taking into account white 
noise and crosswind, follows the simulation with reasonable accuracy.  There is a noticeable lag 
in the estimation when compared to the simulation, due to filtering, of 50 milliseconds.  
Therefore the estimation has trouble reconstructing the effects of the initial wheel spin-up.  The 
algorithm also seems to overestimate the magnitude of the coefficient of friction toward the end 
of the ground roll when braking action is decreased to 25%.  This may be as a result of the poor 
estimation of crosswind when the aircraft travels at lower speeds as seen in the relative graph 
above.  The estimation does however match the magnitude of the simulation throughout the 
majority of the time history with a percent error of 5.03% over the course of the entire ground 
roll. 
 
The figure below displays a zoomed in view of the two coefficient of friction curves during full 
commanded braking on the dry surface.  The estimation matches the magnitude of the simulation 
with a percent error of only 0.996% over the course of full commanded braking. 
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FIGURE 43: LONGITUDINAL COF VS TIME W/ WIND (SURFACE: DRY) 
 
In the figure below the estimation of coefficient of friction with sensor or measurement noise and 
crosswind is presented with the simulated coefficient of friction for the 6DOF aircraft model 
landing on a wet surface.  The estimation of coefficient of friction, taking into account white 
noise and crosswind, follows the simulation with reasonable accuracy.  There is a noticeable lag 
in the estimation when compared to the simulation, due to filtering, of 50 milliseconds.  
However, the estimation does a better job reconstructing the effects of the initial wheel spin-up.  
The estimation does match the magnitude of the simulation throughout the majority of the time 
history with a percent error of only 2.394% over the course of the entire ground roll.  
 
 
FIGURE 44: LONGITUDINAL COF VS TIME W/ WIND (SURFACE: WET) 
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The figure below displays a zoomed in view of the two coefficient of friction curves during full 
commanded braking on the wet surface.  The estimation matches the magnitude of the simulation 
with a percent error of only 0.632% over the course of full commanded braking. 
 
 
FIGURE 45: LONGITUDINAL COF VS TIME W/ WIND (SURFACE: WET) 
 
In the figure below the estimation of coefficient of friction with sensor or measurement noise and 
crosswind is presented with the simulated coefficient of friction for the 6DOF aircraft model 
landing on a snow/ice surface.  The estimation of coefficient of friction, taking into account 
white noise and crosswind, follows the simulation with reasonable accuracy.  There is a 
noticeable lag in the estimation when compared to the simulation, due to filtering, of 50 
milliseconds.  However, the estimation effectively reconstructs the effects of the initial wheel 
spin-up.  The algorithm also seems to slightly overestimate the magnitude of the coefficient of 
friction toward the end of the ground roll when braking action is decreased to 25%.  This may be 
as a result of the poor estimation of crosswind when the aircraft travels at lower speeds as seen in 
the relative graph above.  The estimation does however match the magnitude of the simulation 
throughout the majority of the time history with a percent error of 2.138% over the course of the 
entire ground roll. 
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FIGURE 46: LONGITUDINAL COF VS TIME W/ WIND (SURFACE: SNOW/ICE) 
 
The figure below displays a zoomed in view of the two coefficient of friction curves during full 
commanded braking on the snow/ice surface.  The estimation matches the magnitude of the 
simulation with a percent error of only 0.62% over the course of full commanded braking. 
 
 
FIGURE 47: LONGITUDINAL COF VS TIME W/ WIND (SURFACE: SNOW/ICE) 
 
The figure below presents a summary of coefficient of friction for all landing tests.  Collectively, 
these curves establish the surface friction boundaries.  The coefficient of friction is presented 
versus time and velocity.   
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FIGURE 48: LONGITUDINAL COF VS TIME W/ WIND 
 
The figure below displays a zoomed in view of the coefficient of friction curves during full 
commanded braking on all surfaces.  The coefficient of friction is presented versus time and 
velocity.  The dry and bare surface friction is the maximum of the three as expected with wet 
surface friction being about 25% less.  The snow-ice surface friction coefficient is, as expected, 
less than that developed on the wet surface and almost half of that developed on the dry surface.  
It is expected that friction for other surfaces will tend to fall somewhere between these 
boundaries.  
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FIGURE 49: LONGITUDINAL COF VS VELOCITY W/ WIND 
 
The following table summarizes all the results described previously for the instantaneous 
coefficient of friction characteristics of the surfaces tested.  Average values of coefficient of 
friction for the runway surfaces are presented, along with the percentage error between the 
simulation and the estimation. 
 
TABLE 11: SUMMARY OF RECONSTRUCTED COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION W/ WIND 
 
Surface 
 
Ground Roll Full Commanded Braking 
µAVG 
SIM 
µAVG 
EST 
(%)Error 
µAVG 
µAVG 
SIM 
µAVG 
EST 
(%)Error 
µAVG 
Dry  0.39677 0.41673 5.030 0.54519 0.55062 0.996 
Wet  0.30895 0.31635 2.394 0.41689 0.41952 0.632 
Snow/Ice 0.21742 0.2227 2.138 0.2507 0.25225 0.620 
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During full commanded braking, when signal or measurement noise and runway crosswind is 
taken into account, the results show that the coefficient of friction, on all surfaces, was accurately 
reconstructed with a percentage error of less than 1%.  The percent error during full commanded 
braking is practically the same for all surfaces, with less than half a percent difference between 
them.  During the entire ground roll the estimation of the coefficient of friction, on all surfaces, 
has a percentage error of 5% or less.  The estimation appears to be more accurate at 
reconstructing the coefficient of friction on more contaminated surfaces during the initial wheel 
spin up, occurring directly after the wheels touchdown.  This may explain why the lowest 
percent error during ground roll occurs on the Snow/Ice surface. 
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4.1.4. COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION ESTIMATION OVERVIEW 
Under static equilibrium, the sum of forces and moments acting on the aircraft, in the aircraft 
body coordinate system, while on the ground at any instant is equal to zero.  Under this premise 
the longitudinal, lateral and normal forces due to landing are calculated.  Using the approach of 
force and moment equilibrium about the CG at landing to reconstruct the instantaneous 
coefficient of friction appears to be a reasonably accurate estimate when compared to the 
simulated friction coefficient.  
 
The simulation of the aircraft model is initialized at 6.4ft above the runway, travelling at 100 
knots, a 1 degree AOA and a 1 degree pitch attitude with wings level.  After 2.7 seconds the 
aircraft has touched down and full brakes are commanded.  The antiskid system is now aiding 
braking but is only active above 25 knots.  To avoid the main wheels skidding as the velocity 
drops below 25 knots, the commanded braking decreases to 25%.  When the aircraft speed drops 
below 2 knots the simulation stops.  
 
Initial results of coefficient of friction followed the course of reconstructing the initial wheel spin 
up between 0 and 0.75 seconds.  This is followed by a leveling out of the curve at about 0.15 
between 1 and 2.5 seconds, displaying the effect of rolling friction.  At about 2.7 seconds the 
graph spikes and levels off, displaying the increased friction due to full commanded braking.  In 
This increase continues until the commanded braking is decreased to 25%.  In this initial landing 
analysis the method for calculating coefficient of friction did not take into consideration 
measurement or signal noise and environmental effects such as cross winds.  In an attempt to 
understand the impact of the force due to crosswind and the effect of signal or measurement 
noise, its affect on the estimation was modeled and simulated for all surfaces. 
 
During full commanded braking, when signal or measurement noise is taken into account, the 
results show that the coefficient of friction, on all surfaces, was accurately reconstructed with a 
percentage error of 1% or less.  The percent error during full commanded braking is practically 
the same for all surfaces, approximately 1%.  During the entire ground roll the estimation of the 
coefficient of friction, on all surfaces, has a percentage error of 2.3% or less.  The estimation 
appears to be more accurate at reconstructing the coefficient of friction on more contaminated 
surfaces during the initial wheel spin up, occurring directly after the wheels touchdown. 
 
During full commanded braking, when signal or measurement noise and runway crosswind is 
taken into account, the results show that the coefficient of friction, on all surfaces, was accurately 
reconstructed with a percentage error of less than 1%.  The percent error during full commanded 
braking is practically the same for all surfaces, with less than half a percent difference between 
them.  During the entire ground roll the estimation of the coefficient of friction, on all surfaces, 
has a percentage error of 5% or less.  The estimation appears to be more accurate at 
reconstructing the coefficient of friction on more contaminated surfaces during the initial wheel 
spin up, occurring directly after the wheels touchdown.  This may explain why the lowest 
percent error during ground roll occurs on the Snow/Ice surface. 
 
The algorithm fundamentally does not identify the surface friction contamination.  It only 
determines the coefficient of friction experienced by the aircraft due to the commanded braking 
of the pilot.  It cannot implicitly verify whether the resulting friction coefficient represents the 
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maximum friction coefficient available from the runway surface.  It should be noted that if no 
braking action is commanded the algorithm will estimate rolling friction.  The significance of the 
algorithm is to determine whether the detected surface friction is the limiting factor in the 
stopping performance of the following aircraft on approach.  However, for a particular aircraft on 
ground roll with full applied braking action the experienced coefficient of friction can be 
assumed to be the level of contamination of the surface.  This is why the landing simulations 
show a zoomed in view of the algorithms estimation during full braking command.  
 
Any validation of the developed algorithm to calculate the instantaneous coefficient of friction 
assumes that all input parameters are at some level of accuracy.  However, some parameters such 
as stability derivatives, mass, inertias and CG location must be estimated, and during the 
estimation process, some level of uncertainty and error is introduced due to the nature of the 
estimation technique.  Thus, it is important to quantify the level of uncertainty that these 
estimated parameters could have and how variations in the accuracy of different parameters 
affect the calculation of the instantaneous coefficient of friction.  To deal with this issue, this 
report presents results of a sensitivity analysis in order to provide a measure of the reliability of 
the analytic estimation. 
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4.2. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF ALGORITHM 
The algorithm to calculate the instantaneous coefficient of friction is acceptably accurate when 
compared to the simulated friction coefficient.  This validation, however, assumes that all input 
parameters are accurate to some level.  For this aircraft this may be the case; however, for other 
aircraft some input parameters may be assumed based on similar size, performance or 
configuration.  Input parameters such as geometry of the landing gear, for example, are not 
provided in the FDR data, but they can be determined with high accuracy.  On the other hand, 
parameters such as stability derivatives, mass and inertias must be estimated.  During the 
estimation process, some level of uncertainty and error is introduced due to the nature of the 
estimation technique.  Therefore, it is important to quantify the level of uncertainty that these 
estimated parameters could have and how these variations affect the calculation of the 
instantaneous coefficient of friction. 
 
4.2.1. LINEAR SENSITIVY ANALYSIS 
Sampling Frequency Analysis 
 
FDR’s do not record data at 1000Hz, the sampling frequency of the simulation.  In Appendix M 
of CFR Part 121, which is tabled in Appendix B of this document, the FAA requires that FDR’s 
record a minimum of 91 variables at varying sample frequencies ranging from 0.25Hz to 8Hz, or 
4 to 0.125 seconds per sampling interval, respectively.  Therefore, it is important to quantify how 
well the algorithm estimates instantaneous coefficient of friction at low FDR frequencies.   
 
The effect of lowering the sampling frequency on the average coefficient of friction for various 
surfaces was calculated.  This observation is tabulated and presented below for sample 
frequencies ranging from the current simulation frequency of 1000Hz down to 0.25Hz.  The 
following table shows the percentage change in the average of longitudinal coefficient of friction 
due to a decrease in sampling frequency.  As expected, at a sample frequency of 1000Hz the 
percentage change is ~0% for all surfaces.  The percentage change in average coefficient of 
friction due to decreasing sampling frequency is less than 3.3% for all frequencies down to 8Hz.  
Below 8Hz the percentage change in average coefficient of friction increases drastically showing 
that the estimation of instantaneous coefficient of friction is poor.  At 0.25Hz the percentage 
change has a maximum of 100%, which occurs during the Snow/Ice case. 
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TABLE 12: PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN AVERAGE COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION VS 
SAMPLING FREQUENCY 
 
Sample 
Frequency (Hz) 
µAvg=0.41673 
DRY 
µAvg=0.31635 
WET 
µAvg=0.22207 
Snow/Ice 
1000 0.0084 0.0058 0.0048 
800 -1.2808 -1.3727 -0.9441 
400 -0.9674 -0.8750 -1.5101 
200 -0.2885 -0.6511 -0.1767 
100 -0.9679 -0.8220 -0.7008 
50 0.3526 -1.0763 -0.1914 
25 0.9071 -0.2651 -1.2806 
8 3.3612 2.0961 1.6803 
5 6.3140 14.8972 -1.4295 
3 38.3645 52.9080 33.9050 
2 65.1741 54.9946 46.5721 
1 65.0768 69.3305 94.7161 
0.25 -19.9831 5.1679 100.0 
 
The following plots show the percentage change in average of longitudinal coefficient of friction 
due to a decrease in sampling frequency.   
 
 
FIGURE 50: PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN AVERAGE FRICTION COEFFICIENT VS 
SAMPLING FREQUENCY 
 
The previous figure shows that at high frequencies the percentage change in average coefficient 
of friction is almost negligible.  A zoom in the X-axis has been performed in the following figure 
to improve visualization of the percentage differences at lower frequencies.   
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FIGURE 51: PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN AVERAGE FRICTION COEFFICIENT VS 
SAMPLING FREQUENCY 
 
The previous figure shows that at lower frequencies the percentage change in average coefficient 
of friction increases drastically, indicating a poor estimation of instantaneous coefficient of 
friction.   
 
The following table shows the maximum absolute percentage change in average coefficient of 
friction due to the reduction of sample frequency.  At a frequency of 0.25Hz the percentage 
change has a maximum of 100%, which occurs during the Snow/Ice case.   
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TABLE 13: MAXIMUM PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN AVERAGE COEFFICIENT OF 
FRICTION 
 
Sample 
Frequency (Hz) 
Max Percentage 
Change (%) 
1000 0.0084 
800 1.3727 
400 1.5101 
200 0.6511 
100 0.9679 
50 1.0763 
25 1.2806 
8 3.3612 
5 14.8972 
3 52.9080 
2 65.1741 
1 94.7161 
0.25 100.0000 
 
It is important to note that the algorithm includes various low pass filters, in the form of transfer 
functions, on all input variables with white noise.  These filters are needed in the algorithm on 
high frequency data but are not needed on low frequency data.  However, the drastic percentage 
change in average coefficient of friction at frequencies lower than 8Hz is as a result of this 
filtering.  When all filters are removed from the algorithm the percentage change in average of 
longitudinal coefficient of friction due to a decrease in sampling frequency can be observed.  
 
The following table shows the percentage change in average of longitudinal coefficient of 
friction due to a decrease in sampling frequency without the low pass filters.  As expected, at a 
sample frequency of 1000Hz the percentage change is ~0% for all surfaces.  The percentage 
change in average coefficient of friction due to decreasing sampling frequency is now less than 
10% for all frequencies down to 2Hz with the exception of the frequency at 8Hz.  At 8Hz the 
percentage change spikes drastically to a maximum of 121%, which occurs during the Snow/Ice 
case.  This anomaly, which is significantly higher than the maximum percentage change of 
55.1% at 0.25Hz suggest that 8Hz is a form of resonance frequency.  After 8Hz the percentage 
change in average coefficient of friction does not increase as drastically as before for lower 
frequencies.   
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TABLE 14: PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN AVERAGE FRICTION COEFFICIENT VS 
FREQUENCY WITHOUT FILTERS 
 
Sample 
Frequency (Hz) 
µAvg=0.41673 
DRY 
µAvg=0.31635 
WET 
µAvg=0.22207 
Snow/Ice 
1000 0.0084 0.0058 0.0048 
800 -0.9136 -0.8152 -1.5937 
400 -1.1355 -1.1801 -2.2453 
200 -1.1229 -1.5820 -1.8544 
100 -0.3991 -0.6255 -2.0951 
50 -1.3389 -0.9693 -2.0239 
25 1.4647 0.5968 -0.6259 
8 -105.0976 -86.6023 -121.3015 
5 -3.7820 -2.0637 0.3495 
3 1.3446 -1.1923 1.7378 
2 8.4325 7.6616 7.9997 
1 18.6530 10.1967 9.0631 
0.25 -20.4404 -27.5830 -55.0899 
 
The following plots show the percentage change in average of longitudinal coefficient of friction 
due to a decrease in sampling frequency without the low pass filters.  
 
 
FIGURE 52: PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN AVERAGE FRICTION COEFFICIENT VS 
FREQUENCY WITHOUT FILTERS 
 
The previous figure shows that at high frequencies the percentage change in average coefficient 
of friction is small yet larger than in the previous observation with filters.  A zoom in the X-axis 
has been performed in the following figure to improve visualization of the percentage differences 
at lower frequencies.  
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FIGURE 53: PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN AVERAGE FRICTION COEFFICIENT VS 
FREQUENCY WITHOUT FILTERS 
  
 
The percentage change in average coefficient of friction due to decreasing sampling frequency is 
now less than 10% for all frequencies down to 2Hz with the exception of the frequency at 8Hz.  
At 8Hz the percentage change spikes drastically to a maximum of 121% which occurs during the 
Snow/Ice case.  This indicates that the estimation of instantaneous coefficient of friction is better 
at low frequencies without filtering.   
 
The following table shows the maximum absolute percentage change in average coefficient of 
friction due to the reduction of sample frequency.  At 8Hz and 0.25Hz the percentage change 
spikes drastically to an overall maximum of 121% and gradually maximum of 55.1% 
respectively, which occurs during the Snow/Ice case.  This is in stark contrast to the maximum 
percentage change of 100% and 3.36% at 0.25Hz and 8Hz respectively with filtering. 
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TABLE 15: MAXIMUM PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN AVERAGE COEFFICIENT OF 
FRICTION WITHOUT FILTERS 
 
Sample 
Frequency (Hz) 
Max Percentage 
Change (%) 
1000 0.0084 
800 1.5937 
400 2.2453 
200 1.8544 
100 2.0951 
50 2.0239 
25 1.4647 
8 121.3015 
5 3.7820 
3 1.7378 
2 8.4325 
1 18.6530 
0.25 55.0899 
 
The following table compares the maximum percentage change in average coefficient of friction 
due to reducing sampling frequency with and without filtering.  It shows that filtering the input 
data provides more accuracy and less deviation from the nominal value of average coefficient of 
friction at high frequencies, however, at low frequencies this is not the case.  At low frequencies 
the filtering of input data is not needed and provides more accuracy and less deviation from the 
nominal value of average coefficient of friction.  The exception being at 8Hz. 
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TABLE 16: MAXIMUM PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN AVERAGE COEFFICIENT OF 
FRICTION 
Sample 
Frequency  
(Hz) 
Max Percentage 
Change (%) 
Filtered 
Max Percentage 
Change (%) 
Unfiltered 
1000 0.0084 0.0084 
800 1.3727 1.5937 
400 1.5101 2.2453 
200 0.6511 1.8544 
100 0.9679 2.0951 
50 1.0763 2.0239 
25 1.2806 1.4647 
8 3.3612 121.3015 
5 14.8972 3.7820 
3 52.9080 1.7378 
2 65.1741 8.4325 
1 94.7161 18.6530 
0.25 100.0000 55.0899 
 
At high sample rates the filtering of the measured parameters does provide less deviation in 
average coefficient of friction.  The question then arises, which filter should be used to provide 
the least deviation?  This is solely dependent on the individual input parameter and must be 
explored on an aircraft by aircraft basis.  The specific instrumentation used to measure the 
parameter and its bias and variance determines the requirements of the filter.  
 
The minimum frequency at which the algorithm still provides moderately accurate data is at 2Hz.  
Below this frequency the algorithm provides a poor estimation of instantaneous coefficient of 
friction.  A list of FDR parameters and sample rates for actual aircraft will be explored.  In 
reality, on transport category aircraft the FDR sample frequency may be more than the minimum 
values required by the FDR and may be based on the measuring instrumentation or the Nyquist 
frequency of the data.  It is expected that different parameters will have different sampling rates.  
The minimum amount of parameters may also be exceeded depending on the aircraft.   
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Sensitivity Analysis assuming Parameters act Independently 
 
It is important to observe the possible effects that independently changing various measured or 
estimated input parameters has on the average coefficient of friction.  Fourteen parameters are 
increased or decreased up to 25% to see how they independently affect the calculated average 
coefficient of friction.  The wide range is used for all cases to consider the effect of cumulative 
errors.  Cumulative errors occur when one parameter is estimated based on another estimated 
parameter.  Therefore, estimation errors may grow from one parameter to the next and affect the 
overall outcome. 
 
The variation of each parameter was implemented within the algorithm by multiplying each 
parameter by a scale factor in the range from 0.75 (representing a decrease of 25%) to 1.25 
(representing an increase of 25%).  The same parameter was changed eleven times representing 
the range ±25%.  Meaning that one scale factor in the range was chosen for each run of the 
landing simulation affecting only one parameter at a time.  Therefore, each parameter was 
increased or decreased by a factor eleven times independently without any other parameter being 
changed.  This was repeated for all parameters for all landing surfaces.  The effect of each 
parameter, acting independently, on average coefficient of friction can therefore be observed.    
 
TABLE 17: LIST OF CHANGING INPUT PARAMETERS 
 
Parameters 
Mass IXX CL Cl 
AOS IYY CD CM 
AOA IZZ CY CN 
Thrust IXZ 
 
The aircraft model is initialized at 6.4ft above the runway, travelling at 100 knots, a 1 degree 
AOA and a 1 degree pitch attitude with wings level.  After 2.7 seconds the aircraft has touched 
down and full brakes are commanded.  The antiskid system is now aiding braking but is only 
active above 25 knots.  To avoid the main wheels skidding as the velocity drops below 25 knots, 
the commanded braking decreases to 25%.  When the aircraft speed drops below 2 knots the 
simulation stops. 
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A. Coefficient of Lift in ABC 
 
The following figure shows the plot of the aircraft’s Coefficient of Lift in the Aircraft Body 
Coordinate System both versus time and velocity. 
 
 
FIGURE 54: COEFFICIENT OF LIFT IN ABC VS TIME 
 
 
FIGURE 55: COEFFICIENT OF LIFT IN ABC VS VELOCITY 
 
The following table and figure show the percentage change in average of longitudinal coefficient 
of friction due to an increase and decrease in the total Coefficient of Lift in the Aircraft Body 
Coordinate System.  The maximum percentage change in average friction coefficient (3.35%) 
occurs during the Snow/Ice case when the total Coefficient of Lift is increased by 25%.  The 
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second largest percentage change in average friction coefficient (2.97%) also occurs during the 
Snow/Ice case when the total Coefficient of Lift is also decreased by 25%.  
 
TABLE 18: PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN AVERAGE COF DUE TO PERCENTAGE 
CHANGE IN CL 
%Δ 
CL 
µAvg=0.41673 
DRY 
µAvg=0.31635 
WET 
µAvg=0.22207 
Snow/Ice 
-25 -2.1499 -2.5083 -2.9687 
-20 -1.7368 -2.0276 -2.4017 
-15 -1.3156 -1.5368 -1.8219 
-10 -0.8859 -1.0356 -1.2288 
-5 -0.4475 -0.5235 -0.6217 
0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
5 0.4571 0.5354 0.6371 
10 0.9241 1.0831 1.2902 
15 1.4015 1.6439 1.9603 
20 1.8898 2.2183 2.6482 
25 2.3896 2.8070 3.3549 
 
 
FIGURE 56: PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN AVERAGE COF DUE TO PERCENTAGE 
CHANGE IN CL 
 
Therefore the coefficient of Lift has a greater affect on the estimation of the average coefficient 
of friction the more contaminated the surface becomes. 
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B. Coefficient of Drag in ABC 
 
The following figure shows the plot of the aircraft’s Coefficient of Drag in the Aircraft Body 
Coordinate System both versus time and velocity. 
 
 
FIGURE 57: COEFFICIENT OF DRAG IN ABC VS TIME 
 
 
FIGURE 58: COEFFICIENT OF DRAG IN ABC VS VELOCITY 
 
 
The following table and figure show the percentage change in average longitudinal coefficient of 
friction due to an increase and decrease in the total Coefficient of Drag.  The maximum 
percentage change in average friction coefficient (5.67%) occurs during the Snow/Ice case when 
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the total Coefficient of Drag is increased or decreased by 25%.  The second largest percentage 
change in average friction coefficient (4.54%) occurs during the same case when the total 
Coefficient of Drag is increased or decreased by 25%.   
 
TABLE 19: PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN AVERAGE COF DUE TO PERCENTAGE 
CHANGE IN CD 
%Δ 
CD 
µAvg=0.41673 
DRY 
µAvg=0.31635 
WET 
µAvg=0.22207 
Snow/Ice 
-25 2.6786 3.5090 5.6741 
-20 2.1429 2.8072 4.5393 
-15 1.6072 2.1054 3.4045 
-10 1.0714 1.4036 2.2697 
-5 0.5357 0.7018 1.1348 
0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
5 -0.5357 -0.7018 -1.1348 
10 -1.0714 -1.4036 -2.2697 
15 -1.6072 -2.1054 -3.4045 
20 -2.1429 -2.8072 -4.5393 
25 -2.6786 -3.5090 -5.6741 
 
 
FIGURE 59: PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN AVERAGE COF DUE TO PERCENTAGE 
CHANGE IN CD  
 
Therefore the coefficient of Drag has a greater affect on the estimation of the average coefficient 
of friction the more contaminated the surface becomes.  The values for the average percentage 
change are the same with an increase or decrease in the total Coefficient of Drag showing there 
is a linear relationship between the Drag and Friction Coefficient.  
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C. Engine Thrust  
 
The following figure shows the plot of the aircraft’s thrust both versus time and velocity. 
 
 
FIGURE 60: ENGINE THRUST VS TIME 
 
 
FIGURE 61: ENGINE THRUST VS VELOCITY 
 
The following table and figure show the percentage change in average longitudinal coefficient of 
friction due to an increase and decrease in the Engine Thrust.  The maximum percentage change 
in average friction coefficient (0.0652%) occurs during the Dry case when the Engine Thrust is 
increased or decreased by 25%.  The second largest percentage change in average friction 
coefficient (0.0625%) occurs during the Wet case when the Engine Thrust is increased or 
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decreased by 25%.  The values for the average percentage change are the same with an increase 
or decrease in the Engine Thrust showing there is a linear relationship between the Engine Thrust 
and Friction Coefficient. 
 
TABLE 20: PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN AVERAGE COF DUE TO PERCENTAGE 
CHANGE IN THRUST 
%Δ 
EngThr 
µAvg=0.41673 
DRY 
µAvg=0.31635 
WET 
µAvg=0.22207 
Snow/Ice 
-25 -0.0652 -0.0625 -0.0585 
-20 -0.0522 -0.0500 -0.0468 
-15 -0.0391 -0.0375 -0.0351 
-10 -0.0261 -0.0250 -0.0234 
-5 -0.0130 -0.0125 -0.0117 
0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
5 0.0130 0.0125 0.0117 
10 0.0261 0.0250 0.0234 
15 0.0391 0.0375 0.0351 
20 0.0522 0.0500 0.0468 
25 0.0652 0.0625 0.0585 
 
 
FIGURE 62: PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN AVERAGE COF DUE TO PERCENTAGE 
CHANGE IN THRUST 
 
For an aircraft coming in for landing with idle engine thrust the affect of engine thrust on the 
average coefficient of friction becomes low.  This is not the case during rejected take off cases or 
landing with full thrust cases.  
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D. Mass  
 
The following table and figure show the percentage change in average longitudinal coefficient of 
friction due to an increase and decrease in Mass.  The maximum percentage change in average 
friction coefficient (3.3%) occurs during the Snow/Ice case when the Mass is decreased by 25%.  
The second largest percentage change in average friction coefficient (1.8%) occurs during the 
Snow/Ice case when the Mass is increased by 25%.  Therefore the Mass has a greater affect on 
the estimation of average friction coefficient the more contaminated the surface becomes.  
However, the mass is not an independent variable even though this analysis assumes it is.  The 
nonlinear relation between mass and coefficient of friction can be seen from the graph. 
 
TABLE 21: PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN AVERAGE COF DUE TO PERCENTAGE 
CHANGE IN MASS 
%Δ 
Mass 
µAvg=0.41673 
DRY 
µAvg=0.31635 
WET 
µAvg=0.22207 
Snow/Ice 
-25 -0.5558 -0.4941 -3.3039 
-20 -0.4315 -0.3784 -2.4462 
-15 -0.3133 -0.2717 -1.7081 
-10 -0.2019 -0.1736 -1.0655 
-5 -0.0975 -0.0833 -0.5007 
0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
5 0.0910 0.0769 0.4471 
10 0.1760 0.1480 0.8488 
15 0.2553 0.2140 1.2119 
20 0.3294 0.2753 1.5417 
25 0.3987 0.3323 1.8426 
 
 
FIGURE 63: PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN AVERAGE COF DUE TO PERCENTAGE 
CHANGE IN MASS  
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E. Angle of Attack 
 
The following figure shows the plot of the aircraft’s Angle of Attack both versus time and 
velocity. 
 
 
FIGURE 64: ANGLE OF ATTACK VS TIME 
 
 
FIGURE 65: ANGLE OF ATTACK VS VELOCITY 
 
The following table and figure show the percentage change in average longitudinal coefficient of 
friction due to an increase and decrease in Angle of Attack.  The maximum percentage change in 
average friction coefficient (0.0148%) occurs during the Snow/Ice case when the Angle of 
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Attack is increased by 25%.  The second largest percentage change in average friction coefficient 
(0.0138%) occurs during the Snow/Ice case when the Angle of Attack is decreased by 25%.  
 
TABLE 22: PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN AVERAGE COF DUE TO PERCENTAGE 
CHANGE IN ANGLE OF ATTACK 
%Δ 
AOA 
µAvg=0.41673 
DRY 
µAvg=0.31635 
WET 
µAvg=0.22207 
Snow/Ice 
-25 0.0057 0.0074 0.0148 
-20 0.0046 0.0059 0.0118 
-15 0.0034 0.0044 0.0088 
-10 0.0023 0.0029 0.0058 
-5 0.0011 0.0015 0.0029 
0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
5 -0.0011 -0.0015 -0.0028 
10 -0.0023 -0.0029 -0.0057 
15 -0.0034 -0.0044 -0.0084 
20 -0.0045 -0.0059 -0.0111 
25 -0.0056 -0.0074 -0.0138 
 
 
FIGURE 66: PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN AVERAGE COF DUE TO PERCENTAGE 
CHANGE IN ANGLE OF ATTACK  
 
Therefore the Mass has a greater affect on the estimation of average friction coefficient the more 
contaminated the surface becomes.  However, overall this effect can be considered low. 
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F. Angle of Sideslip 
 
The following figure shows the plot of the aircraft’s Angle of Sideslip both versus time and 
velocity. 
 
 
FIGURE 67: ANGLE OF SIDESLIP VS TIME 
 
 
FIGURE 68: ANGLE OF SIDESLIP VS VELOCITY 
 
The following table and figure show the percentage change in average longitudinal coefficient of 
friction due to an increase and decrease in Angle of Sideslip.  The maximum percentage change 
in average friction coefficient (0.2328%) occurs during the Wet case when the Angle of Sideslip 
is increased by 25%.  The second largest percentage change in average friction coefficient (-
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0.2134%) occurs during the Wet case when the Angle of Sideslip is decreased by 25%.  Angle of 
Sideslip is shown to have a low effect on average coefficient of friction 
 
TABLE 23: PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN AVERAGE COF DUE TO PERCENTAGE 
CHANGE IN ANGLE OF SIDESLIP 
%Δ 
AOS 
µAvg=0.41673 
DRY 
µAvg=0.31635 
WET 
µAvg=0.22207 
Snow/Ice 
-25 0.2038 -0.2134 0.0914 
-20 0.1635 -0.1726 0.0723 
-15 0.1228 -0.1308 0.0535 
-10 0.0820 -0.0881 0.0352 
-5 0.0410 -0.0445 0.0174 
0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
5 -0.0409 0.0452 -0.0168 
10 -0.0816 0.0912 -0.0331 
15 -0.1222 0.1378 -0.0488 
20 -0.1624 0.1850 -0.0640 
25 -0.2024 0.2328 -0.0786 
 
 
FIGURE 69: PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN AVERAGE COF DUE TO PERCENTAGE 
CHANGE IN ANGLE OF SIDESLIP  
 
Lateral excitation due to the simulated crosswind has a low direct effect on the average 
coefficient of friction.  It may have a greater affect on the antiskid system instead.  
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G. Side Force Coefficient, Moment Coefficients and the Inertias 
 
The percentage change in average longitudinal coefficient of friction due to an increase and 
decrease in the total Side Force Coefficient, the Pitching, Rolling and Yawing Moment 
Coefficients and the Mass Moment of Inertias are not included.  The values for the average 
percentage change are of the order of magnitude of 10
-4
 therefore they are considered negligible. 
 
The following table shows the maximum percentage change in average coefficient of friction per 
surface due to non-negligible estimated parameters.  It is interesting to note that the Dry case 
shows the least amount of change in average coefficient of friction based on this analysis.  The 
maximum percentage change is less than 2.7%.  The remaining surfaces have a maximum 
percentage change of 3.5% and 5.67%, for Wet and Snow/Ice respectively.  The general trend of 
the results has shown that the more contaminated the surface the greater the error in the 
estimation of the average coefficient of friction if the input parameters are inaccurate. 
 
TABLE 24: MAX PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN AVERAGE COF 
 
Max (%) 
Change  
µAvg=0.41673 
DRY 
µAvg=0.31635 
WET 
µAvg=0.22207 
Snow/Ice 
CD 2.6786 3.5090 5.6741 
CL 2.3896 2.8070 3.3549 
Mass 0.5558 0.4941 3.3039 
AOS 0.2038 0.2328 0.0914 
Thrust 0.0652 0.0625 0.0585 
AOA 0.0057 0.0074 0.0148 
 
The following table summarizes the observations for ±25% range of increase and decrease in 
estimated input parameters.  The variation of these parameters was performed independently to 
determine the direct effect each had on the average coefficient of friction.  This analysis assumes 
that all variables are independent of each other, which is not correct.  However, for the purposes 
of this analysis it is a valid assumption.   
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TABLE 25: ESTIMATED PARAMETER EFFECT AND ACCURACY 
 
Parameter 
Maximum 
Change (%) 
Effect 
Accuracy 
(%) 
CD 5.6741 High ±5 
CL 3.3549 High ±5 
Mass 3.3039 High ±5 
AOS 0.2328 Low ±15 
Thrust 0.0652 Low ±15 
AOA 0.0148 Low ±15 
CY 0.000 Negligible ±25 
Cl 0.000 Negligible ±25 
CM 0.000 Negligible ±25 
CN 0.000 Negligible ±25 
IXX 0.000 Negligible ±25 
IYY 0.000 Negligible ±25 
IZZ 0.000 Negligible ±25 
IXZ 0.000 Negligible ±25 
 
Referring to the table above, if the effect produces an absolute percentage change in average 
coefficient of friction of less than 0.01%, the parameters effect is considered negligible.  If the 
effect produces an absolute percentage change in average coefficient of friction of less than 1%, 
the parameters effect is considered low.  Low priority parameters have to be accurate within at 
least ±15% to have an effect of less than 1% on the average coefficient of friction.  If this effect 
produces an absolute percentage change in average coefficient of friction of more than 1%, the 
parameters effect is considered high.  High priority parameters have to be accurate to within at 
least ±5% to have an effect of less than 1% on the average coefficient of friction.  This effect of 
less than 1% was chosen to be the threshold because there are dependencies between some 
estimated variables.  Therefore, tighter accuracy tolerance will result in smaller carry through 
errors. 
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4.2.2. NON-LINEAR SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS: MONTE CARLO SIMULATION 
It was important also to observe the effect of changing different estimated input parameters 
simultaneously on the average coefficient of friction.  Fourteen parameters were increased or 
decreased simultaneously and randomly up to ±27% to see how different combinations affect the 
average coefficient of friction.  As in the previous simulation, this wide range was used for all 
values to take into account the effect of cumulative or carry through errors.   
 
Within this analysis, the input parameters were increased or decreased randomly based on a 
standard normal distribution.  As a result, the majority of the sample values used for each 
parameter was at or around its nominal or mean with fewer instances of higher or lower values 
occurring the father away from the mean value of 1.  The amount of samples randomly generated 
was selected based on the required confidence.  As explained below, the standard normal 
distribution required 35,714 samples to achieve a confidence of 93% in the results.    
 
TABLE 26: LIST OF CHANGING INPUT PARAMETERS 
 
Parameters 
Mass Thrust CL Cl AOA 
IXX IYY CD CM AOS 
IZZ IXZ CY CN 
 
Using the Chebyshev’s inequality and specifying a confidence level      , where 
           , one can determine the smallest sample size   that guarentees an integration 
error no larger than       .  In [27] this specification is called the absolute error criterion 
       and leads to the minimum sample size. 
  
 
    
 
 
              
       
 
More samples would have resulted in a higher confidence, however, running this algorithm with 
35,714 samples to reach 93% of confidence required 48 hours of computation time.  For all 
surfaces this simulation takes about six days.  Therefore, a confidence of 93% was considered 
enough since it would take significantly more computational time to run the simulation for 
higher confidence. 
 
The following figure represents a histogram of the standard normal distribution for the 14 
parameters that were selected to change during Monte Carlo simulation.  Each bar represents the 
amount of samples or the bin count in that range of values.  All samples are split into 100 bins.  
The width of each bin is determined based on the maximum and minimum sample value.  This 
standard normal distribution was randomly generated using 35,714 samples with a mean value or 
gain of 1, a maximum of 1.2626 which represents an increase of 27%, and a minimum of 0.7399 
which represents a decrease of 26%.   
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FIGURE 70: STANDARD NORMAL DISTRIBUTION OF GAINS FOR ESTIMATED 
INPUTS 
 
Standard Deviation is a measure of variability or diversion from the mean.  A low standard 
deviation indicates that the samples tend to be very close to the mean, whereas a high standard 
deviation indicates that the samples are spread out over a large range of values.   
 
For the estimated inputs, the standard deviation was chosen to allow for appropriate maximum 
and minimum values.  In the above distribution, the standard deviation σ is ±0.06 representing 
±6%.  Thus, 68.44% of the randomly generated samples lie within bins in the range of the first 
standard deviation [-σ, σ] which represents [0.9402, 1.0625]; 95.49% of the randomly generated 
samples lie within bins in the range of the second standard deviation [-2σ, 2σ] which represents 
[0.8790, 1.1237]; and 99.74% of the randomly generated samples lie within bins in the range of 
the third standard deviation [-3σ, 3σ] which represents [0.8179, 1.1849]. 
 
It is expected that the majority of the average frictions coefficients would follow a standard 
normal distribution with the majority of values close to the nominal or mean average coefficient 
for that surface.  There will however be combinations of increased and decreased estimated 
parameters that result in average friction coefficients that are far from nominal and these 
combinations would require deeper observation.  The maximum percentage difference of the 
average coefficient of friction from nominal value will determine the worst-case scenario.  The 
worst-case scenario being whichever combination of input parameters ranging from an increase 
or decrease of ±27 result in a maximum percentage change in average coefficient of friction.  A 
maximum percentage change in average coefficient of friction of 10% or less is considered 
acceptable because of the wide range of increase or decrease in input parameters from their 
nominal value.  The following three histograms show the distribution of the average coefficient 
of friction after all 14 estimated parameters are simultaneously and randomly changed, 35740 
times, based on the standard normal distribution shown above.  
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A. Surface: Dry Runway  
 
 
FIGURE 71: DISTRIBUTION OF AVERAGE LONGITUDINAL COF 
 (SURFACE: DRY) 
 
In the above distribution 35714 samples of landing simulations were split unevenly between 
landings with and without crosswind; which explains the different peaks.  For the Dry case, the 
mean average friction coefficient after running the simulation is 0.55897.  This can be compared 
to the mean value when all parameters are nominal for the simulations with and without wind, 
0.56765 and 0.55062, and represents a percentage change of 1.529% and 1.516%, respectively.  
The maximum and minimum values 0.5868 and 0.53003 represent a percentage change from 
nominal of 3.374% and 6.571% respectfully for noise alone and 6.627% and 3.739% 
respectively for noise with wind.  This means that under a worst-case scenario, where all 
estimated parameters can be inaccurate up to 27%, the maximum change in average coefficient 
of friction from nominal is only 6.63% and 6.57% for noise alone and for noise with wind 
respectively.  This percentage change in average coefficient of friction is considered acceptable 
because of the wide range of inaccuracy in estimated parameters from their nominal value.  
Therefore the algorithm is to shown to be reasonably acceptable for this surface with 
simultaneous random inaccuracies in estimated parameters up to ±27%.    
 
TABLE 27: DISTRIBUTUON OF AVERAGE COF (SURFACE: DRY) 
 
Average Coefficient of Friction (%)  Change 
Algorithm 
Noise 0.56765 
Noise 
Noise  
+ Wind 
Mean  
MCS Noise + Wind 0.55062 
Monte Carlo 
Simulation 
Mean 0.55897 1.529 1.516 0.0 
Minimum 0.53003 6.627 3.739 5.177 
Maximum 0.5868 3.374 6.571 4.979 
 
The standard deviation σ is ±0.00854 representing ±0.854%.  Therefore, 63.2% of the randomly 
generated samples lie within bins in the range of the first standard deviation [-σ, σ], representing 
[0.55043, 0.56752].  
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B. Surface: Wet Runway 
 
 
FIGURE 72: DISTRIBUTION OF AVERAGE LONGITUDINAL COF 
(SURFACE:  WET) 
 
In the above distribution 35714 samples of landing simulations were split unevenly between 
landings with and without crosswind.  For the Wet case, the mean average friction coefficient 
after running the simulation is 0.42161.  This can be compared to the mean value when all 
parameters are nominal for the simulations with and without wind, 0.41952 and 0.42565, and 
represents a percentage change of 0.498% and 0.949%, respectively.  The maximum and 
minimum values 0.4434 and 0.3988 represent a percentage change from nominal of 4.18% and 
6.3% respectfully for noise alone and 5.7% and 4.93% respectively for noise with wind.  This 
means that under a worst-case scenario, where all estimated parameters can be inaccurate up to 
27%, the maximum change in average coefficient of friction from nominal is only 6.3% and 
5.7% for noise alone and for noise with wind respectively.  This percentage change in average 
coefficient of friction is considered acceptable because of the wide range of inaccuracy in 
estimated parameters from their nominal value.  Therefore the algorithm is to shown to be 
reasonably acceptable for this surface with simultaneous random inaccuracies in estimated 
parameters up to ±27%.    
 
TABLE 28: DISTRIBUTUON OF AVERAGE COF (SURFACE: WET) 
 
Average Coefficient of Friction (%)  Change 
Algorithm 
Noise 0.42565 
Noise 
Noise  
+ Wind 
Mean  
MCS Noise + Wind 0.41952 
Monte Carlo 
Simulation 
Mean 0.42161 0.949 0.498 0.0 
Minimum 0.39883 6.300 4.93 5.403 
Maximum 0.44344 4.179 5.702 5.177 
 
The standard deviation σ is ±0.00530 representing ±0.53%.  Therefore, 68.3% of the randomly 
generated samples lie within bins in the range of the first standard deviation [-σ, σ], representing 
[0.4163, 0.42691]  
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C. Surface: Snow/Ice covered Runway 
 
 
FIGURE 73: DISTRIBUTION OF AVERAGE LONGITUDINAL COF  
(SURFACE: SNOW/ICE) 
 
In the above distribution 35714 samples of landing simulations were split unevenly between 
landings with and without crosswind.  For the Snow/Ice case, the mean average friction 
coefficient after running the simulation is 0.25796.  This can be compared to the mean value 
when all parameters are nominal for the simulations with and without wind, 0.25225 and 
0.26071, and represents a percentage change of 2.264% and 1.055%, respectively.  The 
maximum and minimum values 0.27686 and 0.23582 represent a percentage change from 
nominal of 6.195% and 9.547% respectfully for noise alone and 9.756% and 6.513% 
respectively for noise with wind.  This means that under a worst-case scenario, where all 
estimated parameters can be inaccurate up to 27%, the maximum change in average coefficient 
of friction from nominal is only 9.756%.  This percentage change in average coefficient of 
friction is considered acceptable because of the wide range of inaccuracy in estimated parameters 
from their nominal value.  Therefore the algorithm is to shown to be reasonably acceptable for 
this surface with simultaneous random inaccuracies in estimated parameters up to ±27%.    
 
TABLE 29: DISTRIBUTUON OF AVERAGE COF (SURFACE: SNOW/ICE) 
 
Average Coefficient of Friction (%)  Change 
Algorithm 
Noise 0.26071 
Noise 
Noise  
+ Wind 
Mean  
MCS Noise + Wind 0.25225 
Monte Carlo 
Simulation 
Mean 0.25796 1.055 2.264 0.0 
Minimum 0.23582 9.547 6.513 8.583 
Maximum 0.27686 6.195 9.756 7.327 
 
The standard deviation σ is ±0.0054497 representing ±0.54%.  Therefore, 68% of the randomly 
generated samples lie within bins in the range of the first standard deviation [-σ, σ], representing 
[0.25251, 0.26341]. 
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Stnd Dev () = 0.0054497
68.0153% within [-,]  [0.25251,0.26341]
95.5844% within [-2,2]  [0.24706,0.26886]
99.7564% within [-3,3]  [0.24161,0.27431]
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 = 0.26071
              Avg  
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  = 0.25225
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The following table summarizes the maximum percentage change in average coefficient of 
friction from its nominal value for each runway surface case.  These maximum values 
correspond to a set of randomly generated input parameters that were increased or decreased up 
to 27%.   
 
TABLE 30: MAXIMUM PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN AVERAGE COF FROM NOMINAL 
 
Surface 
Nominal 
µAvg 
Noise 
Max  
(%)Change 
from Nominal 
Nominal 
µAvg 
Noise+Wind 
Max 
 (%)Change 
from Nominal 
Dry 0.56765 6.627 0.55062 6.571 
Wet 0.42565 6.300 0.41952 5.702 
Snow/Ice 0.26071 9.547 0.25225 9.756 
 
The results presented in this section show that algorithm can be considered reasonably accurate 
for all simulated case when inaccuracies in the estimated parameters vary independently up to 
±27%.  At worst-case the maximum percentage change in average coefficient of friction is less 
than 10% for all surfaces.  This analysis also shows that the more contaminated the surface the 
greater the error in the estimation of the average coefficient of friction when measured or 
estimated parameters are randomly inaccurate simultaneously. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Analytic estimation of the friction coefficient has been presented and described in this report.  
The results of these calculations have been compared and validated with simulated flight test 
data landing under different runway conditions.  The approach presented is based on the 
assumption that the change of aircraft states is related to the difference of the runway conditions.  
 
5.1. ESTIMATION OF COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION 
Under static equilibrium, the sum of forces and moments acting on the aircraft, in the aircraft 
body coordinate system, while on the ground at any instant is equal to zero.  Under this premise 
the longitudinal, lateral and normal forces due to landing are calculated.  Using the approach of 
force and moment equilibrium about the CG at landing to reconstruct the instantaneous 
coefficient of friction appears to be a reasonably accurate estimate when compared to the 
simulated friction coefficient.  
 
The simulation of the aircraft model is initialized at 6.4ft above the runway, travelling at 100 
knots, a 1 degree AOA and a 1 degree pitch attitude with wings level.  After 2.7 seconds the 
aircraft has touched down and full brakes are commanded.  The antiskid system is now aiding 
braking but is only active above 25 knots.  To avoid the main wheels skidding as the velocity 
drops below 25 knots, the commanded braking decreases to 25%.  When the aircraft speed drops 
below 2 knots the simulation stops.  
 
Initial results of coefficient of friction followed the course of reconstructing the initial wheel spin 
up between 0 and 0.75 seconds.  This is followed by a leveling out of the curve at about 0.15 
between 1 and 2.5 seconds, displaying the effect of rolling friction.  At about 2.7 seconds the 
graph spikes and levels off, displaying the increased friction due to full commanded braking.  
This increase continues until the commanded braking is decreased to 25%.   
 
 
FIGURE 74: LONGITUDINAL COF VS TIME 
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In this initial landing analysis the method for calculating coefficient of friction did not take into 
consideration measurement or signal noise and environmental effects such as cross winds.  The 
results prove the assumption that if all forces and moments exerted on an airplane can be 
modeled accurately that the braking coefficient of friction experienced by the aircraft on a 
runway can be accurately estimated. 
 
TABLE 31: SUMMARY OF RECONSTRUCTED COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION 
 
Surface 
 
Ground Roll Full Commanded Braking 
µAVG 
SIM 
µAVG 
EST 
(%)Error 
µAVG 
µAVG 
SIM 
µAVG 
EST 
(%)Error 
µAVG 
Dry  0.37248 0.37248 0.0 0.56276 0.56276 0.0 
Wet  0.30115 0.30115 0.0 0.42144 0.42144 0.0 
Snow/Ice 0.21058 0.21058 0.0 0.25831 0.25831 0.0 
 
In an attempt to understand the impact of the force due to crosswind and the effect of signal or 
measurement noise, its affect on the estimation was modeled and simulated for all surfaces.  
During full commanded braking, when signal or measurement noise is taken into account, the 
results show that the coefficient of friction, on all surfaces, was accurately reconstructed with a 
percentage error of 1% or less.  The percent error during full commanded braking is practically 
the same for all surfaces, approximately 1%.  During the entire ground roll the estimation of the 
coefficient of friction, on all surfaces, has a percentage error of 2.3% or less.  The estimation 
appears to be more accurate at reconstructing the coefficient of friction on more contaminated 
surfaces during the initial wheel spin up, occurring directly after the wheels touchdown. 
 
TABLE 32: SUMMARY OF RECONSTRUCTED COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION W/ NOISE 
 
Surface 
 
Ground Roll Full Commanded Braking 
µAVG 
SIM 
µAVG 
EST 
(%)Error 
µAVG 
µAVG 
SIM 
µAVG 
EST 
(%)Error 
µAVG 
Dry  0.37248 0.38039 2.1225 0.56276 0.56765 0.86923 
Wet  0.30115 0.30798 2.2664 0.42144 0.42565 1.0008 
Snow/Ice 0.21058 0.21381 1.5333 0.25831 0.26071 0.9298 
 
During full commanded braking, when signal or measurement noise and runway crosswind is 
taken into account, the results show that the coefficient of friction, on all surfaces, was accurately 
reconstructed with a percentage error of less than 1%.  The percent error during full commanded 
braking is practically the same for all surfaces, with less than half a percent difference between 
them.  During the entire ground roll the estimation of the coefficient of friction, on all surfaces, 
has a percentage error of 5% or less.  The estimation appears to be more accurate at 
reconstructing the coefficient of friction on more contaminated surfaces during the initial wheel 
spin up, occurring directly after the wheels touchdown.  This may explain why the lowest 
percent error during ground roll occurs on the Snow/Ice surface. 
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TABLE 33: SUMMARY OF RECONSTRUCTED COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION W/ WIND 
 
Surface 
 
Ground Roll Full Commanded Braking 
µAVG 
SIM 
µAVG 
EST 
(%)Error 
µAVG 
µAVG 
SIM 
µAVG 
EST 
(%)Error 
µAVG 
Dry  0.39677 0.41673 5.030 0.54519 0.55062 0.996 
Wet  0.30895 0.31635 2.394 0.41689 0.41952 0.632 
Snow/Ice 0.21742 0.2227 2.138 0.2507 0.25225 0.620 
 
The algorithm fundamentally does not identify the surface friction contamination.  It only 
determines the coefficient of friction experienced by the aircraft due to the commanded braking 
of the pilot.  It cannot implicitly verify whether the resulting friction coefficient represents the 
maximum friction coefficient available from the runway surface.  It should be noted that if no 
braking action is commanded the algorithm will estimate rolling friction.  The significance of the 
algorithm is to determine whether the detected surface friction is the limiting factor in the 
stopping performance of the following aircraft on approach.  However, for a particular aircraft on 
ground roll with full applied braking action the experienced coefficient of friction can be 
assumed to be the level of contamination of the surface. 
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5.2. LINEAR SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
Sampling Frequency Analysis 
 
Any validation of the developed algorithm to calculate the instantaneous coefficient of friction 
assumes that all input parameters are at some level of accuracy.  However, some parameters such 
as stability derivatives, mass, inertias and CG location must be estimated, and during the 
estimation process, some level of uncertainty and error is introduced due to the nature of the 
estimation technique.  Thus, it is important to quantify the level of uncertainty that these 
estimated parameters could have and how variations in the accuracy of different parameters 
affect the calculation of the instantaneous coefficient of friction.   
 
The effect of lowering the sampling frequency on the average coefficient of friction for various 
surfaces was calculated.  This observation is tabulated and presented below for sample 
frequencies ranging from the current simulation frequency of 1000Hz down to 0.25Hz.  The 
following table shows the percentage change in the average of longitudinal coefficient of friction 
due to a decrease in sampling frequency.  As expected, at a sample frequency of 1000Hz the 
percentage change is ~0% for all surfaces.  The percentage change in average coefficient of 
friction due to decreasing sampling frequency is less than 3.3% for all frequencies down to 8Hz.  
Below 8Hz the percentage change in average coefficient of friction increases drastically showing 
that the estimation of instantaneous coefficient of friction is poor.  At 0.25Hz the percentage 
change has a maximum of 100%, which occurs during the Snow/Ice case. 
 
TABLE 34: PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN AVERAGE COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION VS 
SAMPLING FREQUENCY 
 
Sample 
Frequency (Hz) 
µAvg=0.41673 
DRY 
µAvg=0.31635 
WET 
µAvg=0.22207 
Snow/Ice 
1000 0.0084 0.0058 0.0048 
800 -1.2808 -1.3727 -0.9441 
400 -0.9674 -0.8750 -1.5101 
200 -0.2885 -0.6511 -0.1767 
100 -0.9679 -0.8220 -0.7008 
50 0.3526 -1.0763 -0.1914 
25 0.9071 -0.2651 -1.2806 
8 3.3612 2.0961 1.6803 
5 6.3140 14.8972 -1.4295 
3 38.3645 52.9080 33.9050 
2 65.1741 54.9946 46.5721 
1 65.0768 69.3305 94.7161 
0.25 -19.9831 5.1679 100.0 
 
It is important to note that the algorithm includes various low pass filters, in the form of transfer 
functions, on all input variables with white noise.  These filters are needed in the algorithm on 
high frequency data but are not needed on low frequency data.  However, the drastic percentage 
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change in average coefficient of friction at frequencies lower than 8Hz is as a result of this 
filtering.  When all filters are removed from the algorithm the percentage change in average of 
longitudinal coefficient of friction due to a decrease in sampling frequency can be observed.  
 
The percentage change in average of longitudinal coefficient of friction due to a decrease in 
sample frequency of 1000Hz the percentage change is ~0% for all surfaces.  The percentage 
change in average coefficient of friction due to decreasing sampling frequency is now less than 
10% for all frequencies down to 2Hz with the exception of the frequency at 8Hz.  At 8Hz the 
percentage change spikes drastically to a maximum of 121%, which occurs during the Snow/Ice 
case.  This anomaly, which is significantly higher than the maximum percentage change of 
55.1% at 0.25Hz suggest that 8Hz is a form of resonance frequency.  After 8Hz the percentage 
change in average coefficient of friction does not increase as drastically as before for lower 
frequencies.   
 
TABLE 35: PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN AVERAGE FRICTION COEFFICIENT VS 
FREQUENCY WITHOUT FILTERS 
 
Sample 
Frequency (Hz) 
µAvg=0.41673 
DRY 
µAvg=0.31635 
WET 
µAvg=0.22207 
Snow/Ice 
1000 0.0084 0.0058 0.0048 
800 -0.9136 -0.8152 -1.5937 
400 -1.1355 -1.1801 -2.2453 
200 -1.1229 -1.5820 -1.8544 
100 -0.3991 -0.6255 -2.0951 
50 -1.3389 -0.9693 -2.0239 
25 1.4647 0.5968 -0.6259 
8 -105.0976 -86.6023 -121.3015 
5 -3.7820 -2.0637 0.3495 
3 1.3446 -1.1923 1.7378 
2 8.4325 7.6616 7.9997 
1 18.6530 10.1967 9.0631 
0.25 -20.4404 -27.5830 -55.0899 
 
This indicates that the estimation of instantaneous coefficient of friction is better at low 
frequencies without filtering.  Filtering the input data provides more accuracy and less deviation 
from the nominal value of average coefficient of friction at high frequencies, however, at low 
frequencies this is not the case.  At low frequencies the filtering of input data is not needed and 
not filtering provides more accuracy and less deviation from the nominal value of average 
coefficient of friction; the exception being at 8Hz.   
 
The minimum frequency at which the algorithm still provides moderately accurate data is at 2Hz.  
Below this frequency the algorithm provides a poor estimation of instantaneous coefficient of 
friction. 
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Sensitivity Analysis assuming Parameters act Independently 
 
Fourteen parameters are increased or decreased up to 25% to see how they independently affect 
the calculated average coefficient of friction.  The wide range is used for all cases to consider the 
effect of cumulative errors.  Cumulative errors occur when one parameter is estimated based on 
another estimated parameter.  Therefore, estimation errors may grow from one parameter to the 
next and affect the overall outcome.   
 
TABLE 36: LIST OF CHANGING INPUT PARAMETERS 
 
Parameters 
Mass Thrust CL Cl AOA 
IXX IYY CD CM AOS 
IZZ IXZ CY CN 
 
The variation of these parameters was performed independently to determine the direct effect 
each had on the average coefficient of friction.  This analysis assumes that all variables are 
independent of each other, which is not entirely correct.   
 
TABLE 37: ESTIMATED PARAMETER EFFECT AND ACCURACY 
 
Parameter 
Maximum 
Change (%) 
Effect 
Accuracy 
(%) 
CD 5.6741 High ±5 
CL 3.3549 High ±5 
Mass 3.3039 High ±5 
AOS 0.2328 Low ±15 
Thrust 0.0652 Low ±15 
AOA 0.0148 Low ±15 
CY 0.000 Negligible ±25 
Cl 0.000 Negligible ±25 
CM 0.000 Negligible ±25 
CN 0.000 Negligible ±25 
IXX 0.000 Negligible ±25 
IYY 0.000 Negligible ±25 
IZZ 0.000 Negligible ±25 
IXZ 0.000 Negligible ±25 
 
If the effect produces an absolute percentage change in average coefficient of friction of less than 
0.01%, the parameters effect is considered negligible.  If the effect produces an absolute 
percentage change in average coefficient of friction of less than 1%, the parameters effect is 
considered low.  Low priority parameters have to be accurate within at least ±15% to have an 
effect of less than 1% on the average coefficient of friction.  If this effect produces an absolute 
percentage change in average coefficient of friction of more than 1%, the parameters effect is 
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considered high.  High priority parameters have to be accurate to within at least ±5% to have an 
effect of less than 1% on the average coefficient of friction.  This effect of less than 1% was 
chosen to be the threshold because there are dependencies between some estimated variables.  
Therefore, tighter accuracy tolerance will result in smaller carry through errors. 
 
TABLE 38: MAX PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN AVERAGE COF 
Max (%) 
Change  
µAvg=0.41673 
DRY 
µAvg=0.31635 
WET 
µAvg=0.22207 
Snow/Ice 
CD 2.6786 3.5090 5.6741 
CL 2.3896 2.8070 3.3549 
Mass 0.5558 0.4941 3.3039 
AOS 0.2038 0.2328 0.0914 
Thrust 0.0652 0.0625 0.0585 
AOA 0.0057 0.0074 0.0148 
 
It is interesting to note that the Dry case shows the least amount of change in average coefficient 
of friction based on this analysis.  The maximum percentage change is less than 2.7%.  The 
remaining surfaces have a maximum percentage change of 3.5% and 5.67%, for Wet and 
Snow/Ice respectively. 
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5.3. NON-LINEAR SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
Fourteen parameters were increased or decreased simultaneously and randomly up to ±27% to 
see how different combinations affect the average coefficient of friction.  As in the previous 
simulation, this wide range was used for all values to take into account the effect of cumulative 
or carry through errors.   
 
TABLE 39: LIST OF CHANGING INPUT PARAMETERS 
 
Parameters 
Mass Thrust CL Cl AOA 
IXX IYY CD CM AOS 
IZZ IXZ CY CN 
 
Within this analysis, the input parameters were increased or decreased randomly based on a 
standard normal distribution.  As a result, the majority of the sample values used for each 
parameter was at or around its nominal or mean with fewer instances of higher or lower values 
occurring the father away from the mean value of 1.   
 
 
FIGURE 75: STANDARD NORMAL DISTRIBUTION OF GAINS FOR ESTIMATED 
INPUTS 
The amount of samples randomly generated was selected based on the required confidence.  The 
standard normal distribution required 35,714 samples to achieve a confidence of 93% in the 
results.  It is expected that the majority of the average friction coefficients would follow a 
standard normal distribution with the majority of values close to the nominal or mean average 
coefficient for that surface.  There will however be combinations of increased and decreased 
estimated parameters that result in average friction coefficients that are far from nominal and 
these combinations would require deeper observation.  The maximum percentage difference of 
the average coefficient of friction from nominal value will determine the worst-case scenario.  
The worst-case scenario being whichever combination of input parameters ranging from an 
increase or decrease of ±27 result in a maximum percentage change in average coefficient of 
friction.  
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TABLE 40: MAXIMUM PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN AVERAGE COF FROM NOMINAL 
 
Surface 
Nominal 
µAvg 
Noise 
Max  
(%)Change 
from Nominal 
Nominal 
µAvg 
Noise+Wind 
Max 
 (%)Change 
from Nominal 
Dry 0.56765 6.627 0.55062 6.571 
Wet 0.42565 6.300 0.41952 5.702 
Snow/Ice 0.26071 9.547 0.25225 9.756 
 
The results show that algorithm can be considered reasonably accurate for all simulated case 
when inaccuracies in the estimated parameters vary simultaneously up to ±27%.  At worst-case 
the maximum percentage change in average coefficient of friction is less than 10% for all 
surfaces.  This analysis also shows that the more contaminated the surface the greater the error in 
the estimation of the average coefficient of friction when measured or estimated parameters are 
randomly inaccurate simultaneously. 
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5.4. FUTURE RESEARCH 
A classification for each type of surface could be created which would allow the comparison of 
the surface in question to a nominal surface under similar conditions.  Further investigation 
would include a general scheme for runway condition classification using statistical analysis 
tools.  It is expected that these tools, would provide a robust support for solving pattern 
recognition problems and in turn runway surface identification.  This estimation technique would 
also need to be implemented to take this approach from a simulation environment to a real world 
environment where signal processing of data becomes very important.   
 
5.4.1. CORRELATIONS BETWEEN COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION & OTHER 
PARAMETERS 
Clustering is the assignment of a set of observations into subsets so that each observation 
belongs to the cluster with the nearest mean.  Clustering is a method of unsupervised learning, 
and a common technique for statistical data analysis that can implicitly establish correlations 
among different parameters at the same time using hyper-dimensional spaces.  This approach, for 
instance, could establish the correlation between coefficient of friction, longitudinal acceleration, 
coefficient of lift, coefficient of drag, and other relevant parameters included in the aircraft states 
to determine the corresponding runway condition. 
 
The correlations between coefficient of friction and longitudinal acceleration and coefficient of 
lift are shown in the figures below for the three surfaces.  Looking at each figure individually 
there is some overlap of data sets for the different runway surfaces but from figure to figure there 
is some separation of these data sets.  This shows that in hyper-dimensional space the data sets 
for each surface tend to separate and become more identifiable. 
 
The figure below shows the correlation between coefficient of friction and the longitudinal 
acceleration measured by the AHRS.  There are some distinctions between the ranges of friction 
coefficient and the deceleration experienced during braking for each surface.  
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FIGURE 76: COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION VS LONGITUDINAL ACCELERATION  
 
The figure below shows the correlation between coefficient of friction and the coefficient of lift.  
There are some distinctions between the ranges of friction coefficient and the coefficient of lift 
during braking for each surface.  In hyper-dimensional space the overlapping seen here among 
the surfaces tends decrease. 
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FIGURE 77: COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION VS COEFFICIENT OF LIFT 
 
Using clustering the coefficient of friction during landing for any surface may be estimated using 
a hyper-dimensional look up table.  This result may not be very analytically accurate but should 
be able to compare the current surface to a similar familiar surface such as dry, wet or snow/ice. 
 
5.4.2. IMPLEMENTATION OF COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION ESTIMATION 
Using the set of equations developed in this research effort the next step would be to implement 
a COF system on a transport category airplane.  The airplane in question would preferably be 
one with a known, high fidelity, non-linear aerodynamic model and fully functioning and 
accessible FDR.  This effort would be a joint collaboration with airport operators, airplane 
operators and aircraft manufacturers. 
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APPENDIX A – RELATED FIGURES 
 
 
 
 
FIGURE 78: LONGITUDINAL COF VS VELOCITY W/ NOISE (SURFACE: DRY) 
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FIGURE 79: LONGITUDINAL COF VS WHEEL SLIP W/ NOISE (SURFACE: DRY) 
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FIGURE 80: LONGITUDINAL COF VS VELOCITY W/ NOISE (SURFACE: WET) 
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FIGURE 81: LONGITUDINAL COF VS WHEEL SLIP W/ NOISE (SURFACE: WET) 
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FIGURE 82: LONGITUDINAL COF VS VELOCITY W/ NOISE (SURFACE: SNOW/ICE) 
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FIGURE 83: LONGITUDINAL COF VS WHEEL SLIP W/ NOISE (SURFACE: SNOW/ICE) 
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FIGURE 84: LONGITUDINAL COF VS WHEEL SLIP W/ NOISE 
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FIGURE 85: LONGITUDINAL COF VS VELOCITY W/ WIND (SURFACE: DRY) 
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FIGURE 86: LONGITUDINAL COF VS WHEEL SLIP W/ WIND (SURFACE: DRY) 
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FIGURE 87: LONGITUDINAL COF VS VELOCITY W/ WIND (SURFACE: WET) 
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FIGURE 88: LONGITUDINAL COF VS WHEEL SLIP W/ WIND (SURFACE: WET) 
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FIGURE 89: LONGITUDINAL COF VS VELOCITY W/ WIND (SURFACE: SNOW/ICE) 
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FIGURE 90: LONGITUDINAL COF VS WHEEL SLIP W/ WIND (SURFACE: SNOW/ICE) 
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FIGURE 91: LONGITUDINAL COF VS WHEEL SLIP W/ WIND 
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APPENDIX B – CFR § 121 APPENDIX M AIRPLANE FLIGHT RECORDER SPECIFICATIONS  
TABLE 41: CFR § 121 APPENDIX M AIRPLANE FLIGHT RECORDER SPECIFICATIONS 
Parameters Range Accuracy (sensor 
input) 
Seconds per sampling 
interval 
Resolution Remarks 
1.  Time or relative times 
counts. 
24 Hrs, 0 to 
4095 
±0.125% per hour 4 1 sec UTC time preferred when available.  Count 
increments each 4 seconds of system 
operation. 
2.  Pressure Altitude −1000 ft to 
max 
certificated 
altitude of 
aircraft.  
+5000 ft 
±100 to ±700 ft 
(see table, TSO 
C124a or TSO 
C51a) 
1 5′ to 35′ Data should be obtained from the air data 
computer when practicable. 
3.  Indicated airspeed or 
Calibrated airspeed 
50 KIAS or 
minimum 
value to 
Max Vsoto 
1.2 V.D 
±5% and ±3% 1 1 kt Data should be obtained from the air data 
computer when practicable. 
4.  Heading (Primary 
flight crew reference) 
0–360° and 
Discrete 
“true” or 
“mag” 
±2° 1 0.5° When true or magnetic heading can be 
selected as the primary heading reference, 
a discrete indicating selection must be 
recorded. 
5.  Normal acceleration 
(vertical) 
−3g to +6g ±1% of max range 
excluding datum 
error of ±5% 
0.125 0.004g  
6.  Pitch Attitude ±75° ±2° 1 or 0.25 for airplanes 
operated under 
§121.344(f) 
0.5° A sampling rate of 0.25 is recommended. 
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TABLE 32: CFR § 121 APPENDIX M AIRPLANE FLIGHT RECORDER SPECIFICATIONS 
Parameters Range Accuracy (sensor 
input) 
Seconds per sampling 
interval 
Resolution Remarks 
7.  Roll attitude ±180° ±2° 1 or 0.5 for airplanes 
operated under 
§121.344(f) 
0.5 A sampling rate of 0.5 is recommended. 
9.  Thrust/power on each 
engine—primary flight 
crew reference 
Full range 
forward 
±2% 1 (per engine) 0.3% of 
full range 
Sufficient parameters (e.g.  EPR, N1 or 
Torque, NP) as appropriate to the 
particular engine being recorded to 
determine power in forward and reverse 
thrust, including potential over speed 
condition. 
11.  Longitudinal 
Acceleration 
±1g ±1.5% max.  range 
excluding datum 
error of ±5% 
0.25 0.004g  
15.  Pitch control 
surface(s) position. 
Full Range ±2° unless higher 
accuracy uniquely 
required 
0.5 or 0.25 for airplanes 
operated under 
§121.344(f) 
0.3% of 
full range 
For airplanes fitted with multiple or split 
surfaces, a suitable combination of inputs 
is acceptable in lieu of recording each 
surface separately.  The control surfaces 
may be sampled alternately once per 
second to produce the sampling interval of 
0.5 or 0.25, as applicable. 
16.  Lateral control 
surface(s) position. 
Full Range ±2° unless higher 
accuracy uniquely 
required 
0.5 or 0.25 for airplanes 
operated under 
§121.344(f) 
0.3% of 
full range 
A suitable combination of surface position 
sensors is acceptable in lieu of recording 
each surface separately.  The control 
surfaces may be sampled alternately to 
produce the sampling interval of 0.5 or 
0.25, as applicable. 
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TABLE 32: CFR § 121 APPENDIX M AIRPLANE FLIGHT RECORDER SPECIFICATIONS 
Parameters Range Accuracy (sensor 
input) 
Seconds per sampling 
interval 
Resolution Remarks 
17.  Yaw control 
surface(s) position. 
Full Range ±2° unless higher 
accuracy uniquely 
required 
0.5 0.2% of 
full range 
For airplanes with multiple or split 
surfaces, a suitable combination of surface 
position sensors is acceptable in lieu of 
recording each surface separately.  The 
control surfaces may be sampled 
alternately to produce the sampling interval 
of 0.5. 
18.  Lateral Acceleration ±1g ±1.5% max.  range 
excluding datum 
error of ±5% 
0.25 0.004g  
19.  Pitch Trim Surface 
Position 
Full Range ±3° Unless Higher 
Accuracy Uniquely 
Required 
1 0.6% of 
full range 
 
20.  Trailing Edge Flap 
or Cockpit Control 
Selection. 
Full Range 
or Each 
Position 
(discrete) 
±3° or as Pilot's 
indicator 
2 0.5% of 
full range 
Flap position and cockpit control may each 
be sampled at 4 second intervals, to give a 
data point every 2 seconds. 
21.  Leading Edge Flap 
or Cockpit Control 
Selection. 
Full Range 
or Each 
Discrete 
Position 
±3° or as Pilot's 
indicator and 
sufficient to 
determine each 
discrete position 
2 0.5% of 
full range 
Left and right sides, or flap position and 
cockpit control may each be sampled at 4 
second intervals, so as to give a data point 
every 2 seconds. 
22.  Each Thrust 
Reverser Position (or 
equivalent for propeller 
airplane) 
Stowed, In 
Transit, and 
Reverse 
(Discrete) 
 1 (per engine)  Turbo-jet—2 discretes enable the 3 states 
to be determined. 
Turbo-prop—discrete. 
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Parameters Range Accuracy (sensor 
input) 
Seconds per sampling 
interval 
Resolution Remarks 
23.  Ground spoiler 
position or brake 
selection 
Full range 
or each 
position 
(discrete) 
±2° Unless higher 
accuracy uniquely 
required 
1 or 0.5 for airplanes 
operated under 
§121.344(f) 
0.5% of 
full range 
 
24.  Outside Air 
Temperature or Total Air 
Temperature. 
−50 °C to 
+90 °C 
±2 °C 2 0.3 °C  
26.  Radio Altitude −20 ft to 
2,500 ft 
±2 ft or ±3% 
whichever is 
greater below 500 
ft and ±5% above 
500 ft 
1 1 ft +5% 
above 500 
ft 
For autoland/category 3 operations.  Each 
radio altimeter should be recorded, but 
arranged so that at least one is recorded 
each second. 
31.  Air/ground sensor 
(primary airplane system 
reference nose or main 
gear) 
Discrete 
“air” or 
“ground” 
 1 (0.25 recommended)   
32.  Angle of Attack (If 
measured directly) 
As installed As installed 2 or 0.5 for airplanes 
operated under 
§121.344(f) 
0.3% of 
full range 
If left and right sensors are available, each 
may be recorded at 4 or 1 second intervals, 
as appropriate, so as to give a data point at 
2 seconds or 0.5 second, as required. 
34.  Groundspeed As Installed Most Accurate 
Systems Installed 
1 0.2% of 
full range 
 
36.  Landing Gear 
Position or Landing gear 
cockpit control selection 
Discrete  4  A suitable combination of discretes should 
be recorded. 
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Parameters Range Accuracy (sensor 
input) 
Seconds per sampling 
interval 
Resolution Remarks 
38.  Wind Speed and 
Direction 
As installed As installed 4 1 knot, 
and 1.0° 
 
42.  Throttle/power 
Lever position. 
Full Range ±2% 1 for each lever 2% of full 
range 
For airplanes with non-mechanically linked 
cockpit engine controls. 
43.  Additional Engine 
Parameters 
As installed As installed Each engine each second 2% of full 
range 
Where capacity permits, the preferred 
priority is indicated vibration level, N2, 
EGT, Fuel Flow, Fuel Cut-off lever 
position and N3, unless engine 
manufacturer recommends otherwise. 
66.  Yaw Trim Surface 
Position 
Full Range ±3% Unless Higher 
Accuracy Uniquely 
Required 
2 0.3% of 
full range 
 
67.  Roll Trim Surface 
Position 
Full Range ±3% Unless Higher 
Accuracy Uniquely 
Required 
2 0.3% of 
full range 
 
68.  Brake Pressure (left 
and right) 
As installed ±5% 1  To determine braking effort applied by 
pilots or by autobrakes. 
69.  Brake Pedal 
Application (left and 
right) 
Discrete or 
Analog 
“applied” 
or “off” 
±5% (Analog) 1  To determine braking applied by pilots. 
70.  Yaw or sideslip 
angle 
Full Range ±5% 1 0.5°  
73.  Computed center of 
gravity 
Full Range ±5% (1 per 64 sec.) 1% of full 
range 
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Parameters Range Accuracy (sensor 
input) 
Seconds per sampling 
interval 
Resolution Remarks 
85.  Trailing edge flap 
and cockpit flap control 
position 
Full Range ±5% 2 0.5% of 
full range 
Trailing edge flaps and cockpit flap control 
position may each be sampled alternately 
at 4 second intervals to provide a sample 
each 0.5 second. 
86.  Leading edge flap 
and cockpit flap control 
position 
Full Range 
or Discrete 
±5% 1 0.5% of 
full range 
 
87.  Ground spoiler 
position and speed brake 
selection 
Full range 
or discrete 
±5% 0.5 0.3% of 
full range 
 
88.  All cockpit flight 
control input forces 
(control wheel, control 
column, rudder pedal) 
Full range 
Control 
wheel ±70 
lbs 
Control 
column ±85 
lbs 
Rudder 
pedal ±165 
lbs 
±5% 1 0.3% of 
full range 
For fly-by-wire flight control systems, 
where flight control surface position is a 
function of the displacement of the control 
input device only, it is not necessary to 
record this parameter.  For airplanes that 
have a flight control break away capability 
that allows either pilot to operate the 
control independently, record both control 
force inputs.  The control force inputs may 
be sampled alternately once per 2 seconds 
to produce the sampling interval of 1. 
 
